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Editorial
This vear's issue of Nature in Cambridaeshire is an extra large one. to
or~
accommodate the results of 23 years of obs&ations by Dr ~ o r m a n ~ oof
the changes in the flora and fauna of Bar Hill, which was uansfomed from
"an arabik farm into a town with shops, factories and a golf course' during
that period. Dr Moore has been Chief Advisory Officer of the Narurc
Conserv3ncv Council and National Chairman of the i:armine and Wildlife
Advisory G ~ Uis co-author
~ ,
of the Collins New Naturalist vaume, Hedges,
and more recently gave his own personal views on nature conservation
in The bird of rime. He has kindly subsidised the extra cost of enlarging the
issue and including four pages of photographs in the centre.
Dr David Coombe returns to our vapes with a Daoer. jointly written with
two of his srudenrs, about the histo6 of the Madingliy brikkpits and its
influence on their natural history. Coprolitc-diggingin the nineteenth century
(see DD. 6-7)links this contribution with another about a much more remote
p e r i d thc kid-~reraccous,and its fossil fauna, hy Dr Nick Fraser, latcly of
the Cambridge Universitv Museum of 7 ~ o l o w .He was commissioned by
the Katurc conservancy. Council to investiiare 'lost' source sires for the
fossils in the Sedgwick Museum and elsewhere collected during the coprolite
'boom' and to assess the viabilitv of these or other sites for conservation and
research.
Other zoological articles present the results of a desk survey of Great
Crested Newt sites and of a field survey of the macro-invertebrates of two
chalk streams flowing through Cambridge into the Cam. Botanical
contributions include notes on native and alien water ~lants.as well as the
usual plant records.
Reviews by Dr Max Walters and me, John Clarke's eaditional weather
notes and Graham Easy's indispensable drawings complete this year's
contents.
After some discussion, we have changed our stvle for English 'svecific'
names of plants and animals. We now-use iniriai capitals f;r thes'e, thus
avoid~ngambiwit~csbetween adjectives which form pan of a name and those
which & usea descri~tivelvarid also allowine a distinction between such
'specific' names and ';enen? ones (e.g. oak, wzlow and pamidge).
We record with deep gratitude the financial support we have received from
the William Palmer Memorial Fund, both initially when we relaunched Nature
in Cambridgeshire in 1985 (see N. in C., No. 29, 3) and with a final
conuibution of £250 last year. We also wish to express our warm thanks to
an anonymous donor of £100, to Mrs Ann Maxwell for typing, to Dr Ken
Joysey for the use of the University Museum of Zoology's Macintosh
Laserwriter, and to Stuart Wallace for help with figures and illustrations.
Philip Oswald
Copies of
available
purchases
addresses

many old issues of Nature in Cambridgeshire are still
Reductions will be made on
a t £2.50 per copy.
of more than three copies. Please apply to one of the
on page 1.

The history of the Madingley brickpits:
contrasts in succession
D.E. Coomhe, T.J.N. Mills and P. Upchurch
Christ's, Selwyn and St John's Colleges, Cambridge
Introduction
The brickpits at Wicken Fen are attractive when the White Water-lily
Nvmohaea alba and the Greater Bladderwort Utricularia vulaaris are in
fl&wer,while their aquatic flora, fauna and environmental facrors have for
fifty years been the subjects of teaching and research (Pemn, 1982). Rowell
(1982) showed that the site of the larger brickpits at Wicken was woodland in
1842; that the earliest evidence of brickmaking there was in 1869; that a
brickmaker was resident in Wicken village in 1871; that brick production went
on until 1894 at least; but that the brickyard and its windpump were disused
by 1901. The ponds that developed were bought by the National Trust in
1929. Their colonisation was perhaps hastened by winter flooding of the Fen
and also by direct access along dykes and lodes. The origin of the smaller
its nearer the uresent site of the windpump remains obscure (Rowell, 1982).
h e clay is ~ & l which
t
contains dissirninited calcium carbonate, but Pemn
(1982) implies that its composition has very little influence on water
chem~sn~,'~resumabl~
because of its exucrncly low hydraulic conductivity.
A factor in the decline of numerous small brickpits in East Anglia around
1900 was the success of the Fletton brick indushv started near Peterborough
in 1881; as a result the price of bricks fell from fi.10 per thousand in 1896-to
420 in 1908 (Pankhurst, 1989). Analysis of the detailed survey of the history
ofbrickmaking in Bedfordshire (Bedfordshiie County Council, 1979) shows
that, of 180 brickworks in the county, 33 had closed between 1881 and 1901.
The Madingley brickpits
Less widely known than those at Wicken, the Madingley brickpits have for
much of this century been a place of recreation - fishing, bathing, rabbiting,
etc. -for local people and, since the purchase in 1948 by the University of the
Madingley Estate, an area for research and teaching. They lie in the grid
square 52(TL)/4061 at the northern edge of Madingley civil parish where it
abuts on Ginon, as shown on the current Pathfinder Ordnance S w e y Map
982 (TL46/56). They were notified as a Site of Special Scientific Interest by
the Nature Conservancy in 1951, being the best place within easy
reach (5 krn) of Cambridge for algae, protozoa and aquatic invertebrates. In
1959 the aquatic liverwort Riccia rkenana was found there new to Britain by
E.A. George (Whitehouse, 1964). As stated in the County Council Planning
Department's Survey Report on Nature Reserves etc. (1965). the brickpits
afford an example of bush and nee colonisation. The area is isolated from the
ancient Madingley Wood, 1.5 km to the south, and thps contrasts with the
famous Hayley Wood 'Triangle', which abuts on ancient woodland. The
Riccia was last seen at Madingley by P.W. Richards in 1979, but was found
in 1987 in a pond at Dry Drayton 3 km away (Preston and Whitehouse,
1989). S.S.S.I. status was withdrawn from the brickpits in July 1986.

Aauatic macm~hvtesin or marcinal to the its include Broad-leaved
pondweed ~ o t a & o ~ e r onarans
n
in abundance; Common and Ivy-leaved
Duckweeds Lemna minor and L. mrisulca, Rigid Hornwon Cerafophyllum
demersum, much Common Club-rush ('true' Bulrush) Schoenoplecrus
lacusrris and Reedmace, Cat's-rail or 'Bulrush' Typha larifolia, some
Blunt-flowered Rush Junc~rsubnodulosur,and two uatches of Wood Smallreed Calamagrosris epigejnr, a plant of t h c ~ e n sand ~recklandas well as the
Boulder Clay woods including Madingley Wood. Common Reed Phra~mites
australis does not occur. Ingeneraithi aquatic algae and fauna aremuch
richer in species than the macrophytes: Dr Sally Corbet tells us that she has
found over fifty chironomid fly species, an interesting caddis-fly Agraylea,
and many protozoa. She says that the Madingley brickpits are particularly
valuable because of their great variation in size, depth (up to about 3.25 m),
degree of shading, organic input from leaf-fall, and aeration or anoxia.
In contrast, on the nearly level ground around rhe pits, which remained
unflooded even in the exceptionally wet period from July 1987 to July 1988,
the woodland and scrub which have develooed are notablv Door in ~ l a n t
species (and also such flocking birds as h e woodpigeon' which have
contributed to the enhancement of the nutrient status - and mowth of nettles in Madingley Wood over the last 40 years). Pedunculate 0-ak Quercus robur
is frequent, especially along and near the parish boundary, and is dominant in
Hanchard Plantation oust across the Avenue from the brickpits), which
already existed in 1811. Ash Fraxinus excelsior is patchy, but Small-leaved
Elm Ulmus minor has invaded by root suckers over much of the area.
Despite the incidence of Dutch elm disease there are still (21 January 1990)
many vigorous poles breaking into flower. Some of these poles are at least 45
years old. There is at least one pole Turkey Oak Quercus cerris: its growth is
so vigorous that, since a strand of barbed wire was looped around it to
support a new fence in 1979, the wire has almost entirely vanished inside the
bulge of the bark. One willow appears to be White Willow Salk alba; in
addition, there are two hushes of Grey Willow or Sallow S. cinerea and one
vigorous vounz male olant of Goat Willow I'nussv-willow' or 'balm')
~.-ca~rea.'~here
is alsdat least one apple, probaii;ly not a true Crab ~ a l u i
sylvestris but an intromessed hvbrid with M. domestica. The dominant shrub
i6 Hawthorn Crataegus moiogyna, but there are patches of Blackthorn
Prunus spinosa, especially along the parish boundary. Other bushes and
young trees are Wild Privet Ligusum vulgare at the south-east end, scattered
Elder Sambucus nigra, Field Maple Acer campestre, partly along the
boundarv but a few planted together with Alder Alnus alutinosa, not verv
successf;llly, near he road, anga solitary Buckthorn himn nus ca;harric;.
The absence of Hazel Corylus avellana, characteristic of old hedaes and
Boulder Clay wood.;, is notewonhy. Vigorous Dog Rose Rosa canina,
patches of a bramble, Rubus ulmrfolius (the commonest brmble on heavy
clav). some Dewbem Rubus caesiits and some of the elnndular bramble
~ u b radula
k
togethe; make access painful in places, esp~ciallywhere they
arch over deep water and reedswamp. Black Bryony Tamus cammunis
occurs, but we have not seen the White Bryony Bryonia dioica. There is one
small tangle of Honeysuckle Lonicera periclymenum, well in leaf on 21
January 1990. The herbaceous flora is very poor in species away from the

road and the marginal reedswamp: Wood Dock Rumex sanguineus var.
viridis and Wood Avens Geum urbanum are frequent throughout, but
Wood-sedge Carex sylvatica is local and False Brome Brachypodium
sylvaticum and Ivy Hedera helix are patchy: in conhast, Ivy covers most of
the ground in Hanchard Plantation. There is one patch of Samcle Sanicula
europaea, which (significantly) also occurs in the Hayley Wood 'Triangle5.
One small oak is virtually an ivy-tod. Bryophytes are sparse: of interest is a
fertile patch of Orthodontiurn lineare on the base of one of the older oaks.
This moss, a native of the southern hemisphere, was f m t recorded in Britain
in Cheshire in 1922 (Smith, 1978) and in Cambridgeshire in 1947, and it is
now widespread on stumps and boles in the Boulder Clay woods. It
produces vast quantities of air-borne spores as well as vegetative gemmae
(Whitehouse, 1964).
Plants requiring nument enrichment, especially phosphate, occur only
within some 25 m of the road, where much rubbish continues to be dumped and where the brickmaker's cottage was in the late 19th century. These
include Common Nettle, Cleavers, Rough Chervil, Cow Parsley, Hogweed,
Lords-and-Ladies, Ground-ivy, Sweet Violet, both purple and white, and
(very locally) Lesser Celandine. The absence of such common woodland
herbs as Dog's Mercury and Bluebell (abundant in Madingley Wood) is
noteworthy. Even Hanchard Plantation, which was already in existence in
1811, is poor in woodland species: there are few plants other than Ivy and
Common Nettle.
Over the last forty years the most abundant fish have been Rudd Scardiniur
erythrophthalmus and to a lesser extent Perch Percafluviatilis. Attempts to
reduce their numbers and so favour the invertebrates have not been very
successful. At Harlington, Bedfordshire, a working brickyard offered for
sale in 1874 included "the worked ground . . . formed into a lake, well
stocked with fish"; as a brickworks this ceased to function about 1885
(Bedfordshue County Council, 1979). Waterfowl are few, for example two
Moorhens and one visiting female Mallard on 21 January 1990.

The history of the brickpits and the brickmakers
In the Maps Room of Cambridge University Library are three early surveys
showing the Madingley Estate. The earliest, at a scale of about eight and a
half inches to the mile, was done by William Custance in 1811; the first
edition of the Ordnance Survey One Inch Map is dated 1836; and the Tithe
Apportionment plan (scale 12 inches to the mile) is dated 1849. All three
unambiguously show the site of the future brickpits as arable - and they all
show Hanchard Plantation in its present position.
The decennial Census Returns, in transcript (for 1851) or microfilm (up to
1881) at the County Record Office, give no indication of a brickmaker in
Madingley before that latter year. However, in 1881 a "Bricklayers House"
appears, with William Flack, said to be aged 74, as Head of the household,
occupation Brickmaker, born at Saffron Walden. His wife Sarah was aged
38 and born at Toft. With them was a grandson, Charles Clark, aged 19,
occupation Labourers Bricklayer (sic), born at Eversden. Also in 1881 at
Madingley, a Lewis Rayment is given as Bricklayers labourer (sic); James
Rayment was publican of the Three Horse Shoes in 1888 according to Kelly's

Directory, no edition of which, however, mentions a brichaker in either
Madingliy or G i o n .
The Census Renuns for Great Eversden from 1851 to 1871 show William
Flack, born at Walden. Essex. as brickmaker there. In 1851 and 1861 his
wife (his elder by two years) was Maryan from Toft; of his daughters, Sarah
was born in Cambndge about 1842 and Eliza was born at Great Eversden
about 1845. Bv 1861 Sarah had mamed Herbert Clark. brickmaker. born ar
Stretham, whilk their lodger, also a brickmaker, was ~ a m e~ivennere,
s
born
in Cambridge. (Babington's Flora of Cambridgeshire (1860) records
Calamagrostis epigejos at "Brickfield, Great Eversden".)
The 1871 Great Eversden Census shows the former lodger married to Eliza
Flack, while William Flack is shown with a "Wife" Sarah aged 28, born at
Toft, but no resident children. It is possible that Sarah, "wife, born Toft", in
the 1881 Madingley Census is the widow of Herbert Clark and so daughter,
not wife, of William Flack and that Charles Clark, aged 19 at Madingley in
1881, was William's grandson and Sarah's only child (horn at Eversden).
The reference to Toft may be deliberate obfuscation: examination of parish
registers and further search of the Census Returns might elucidate this
fragment of social history. The 1871 Census for Great Eversden shows a
second brickmaker there, William Gray, born at St Neots: perhaps there was
not room for two brickmakers and so William Flack and Sarah moved to
Madinelev before 1881. Another Flack household at Great Eversden in 1871
was h&ded by Charles Flack, lime burner (a kindred occupation). Possibly
the young Charles Clark was named after him.
Unfonunatelv the 1891 Census Ketums are not available. beine subiect to a
106-year rule, but almost certainly William Flack, whether 74 Gr o k y 65 in
1881, was no longer at Bricklayers House at the end of the 19th century: here
we are dependent on the published memoirs of Charles Barlow (1957),
amplified by the 5xtensive manuscript notes of his granddaughter, Mrs
Frances M. Ison, nee Barlow, of 4 Dry Drayton Road, Madingley, to whom
we are grateful for the following extracts.
"The old pits. . are still to be seen in Madingley Avenue. There was a
small cottage (since demolished) in which lived . ..William Brown and his
two sons . . . the briclanakers. The clay was dug out and piled in heaps and
then out in small boxes much the size of the modern brick. covered until thev
died, and then put on the kiln and fired. The kiln was heated to such a high
temperature that thc sides often became red-hot. The brickmaking was finally
abandoned due to.. . many small stones in the bricks [which] often turned ro
pouder and made the bricks themselves of poorquality. It was finally closed
down about 65 vears aeo iviz. about 18921." hlrs Ison adds that durine the
period of opera&on two-hf ier great-uncles ivorked at the brickpits: their & n e
was Todd, probably Samuel, aged 14 in 1881, and Isaac, then aged five.
Mrs Ison recollects that a great-grandfather Todd was a coprolite digger probably William Todd, who appears as such, aged 30, in the 1871
Madingley Census.
The references to coprolites are relevant These nodules, mainly of calcium
phosphate, occur in several bands in the Upper Gault of Cambridge, the
Cambridge Greensand and the Lower Chalk. It was almost certainly their
presence in the Gault which lowered the quality of the bricks. Mrs Ison's

.

father, C.C. Barlow, thought that the stones were "fossils", i.e. coprolites.
In 1871 there were in all 18 coprolite diggers in Madingley and all born there.
The coprolite industry was camed out zealously at Madingley in the 1870s
(Barlow, 1957; see also Kelly's Directories for 1869 and 1879). A well for
washing the coprolites is shown on the six-inch O.S. map in the southwestern part of Madingley Park.
According to Mrs Ison, no Brown occurs in the parish registers of births
and deaths - but William Brown was a very common name in the town of
Camhridee at the time, so a William Brown may have taken over from
William fiack some & after 1881.
Mrs Ison and her mndfather describe the brickmaker's home as a
two-room cottage builtof clunch and plaster, which in its derelict state was a
'play-house' for the village children in the 1900s, when the brick-drying
racks and shed were still in existence. It was not until the 1930s that the site
became covered with trees and bushes and the open water was "filled with
fish". Mrs Ison recollects rabbiting "on Sundays" in the area; defunct
burrows are still obvious, implying that the level ground of the pits was
seldom if ever flooded. In January 1990 rabbits were still active across the
road in Hanchard Plantation.
The clunch of which the cottage was built may have come as blocks from
the Madingley clunch pit, shown as a "stone pit" in 1911, but "old" by 1890
(6" O.S.), and noted by E.M. Forster in his diary for May 1898 as "covered
with young trees" (a novelist's observation on succession: Furbank. 1979).
According to John King of Brook House, Madingley, it was more likely to
have been 'clay bat', i.e. a mixture of the clayey Lower Chalk with straw or
horsehair, widely used in Cambridge until well into this century according to
A.J. Legge of Great Shelford.
The evidence from 1:2,500 plans
The Ordnance Survev 1:2.500 ~ l a n s~ublishedfrom 1887 to 1982
corroborate and amplify huch bftheprece&ng story. Figure 1is taken from
the 1886 survey, published in 1887, the only one made during the working of
the pits. The "brick or stone" building, with an enuance from the Avenue and
a chimney-breast to the north-east, was certainly the "Bricklayers House" of
the 1881 Census. The large rectangular "wood or iron" structure was the
drying shed, and the largest pit (numbered 1 on Figure 3) was probably still
in operation, although with some water in it. A small rectangular structure
north-west of it may have been the kiln, but, as with the house and the shed,
not a trace survives: if it was a kiln of the 'Scotch' type illustrated by
Bedfordshire County Council's (1979) Survey (p. 26), it was a rather small
one, less than four metres long. Three or four other waterlogged sites of
unknown d e ~ t hand function amear in the 1886 survey. The trees along the
parish boundary (which is a si;cyor's straight line 4 i t from thc "root 3 the
hcdge' , unlike pans of the G~rtonparish boundary which follow the curving
sclions of thz medieval open fields) rup shown in their m e positions, as also
those along the road, where the grassy verge between the individual trees is
indicated. Of the trees, we can be rea$onably certain that the one between the
house and the drying shed survives as a splendid oak of 4.28 m girth and
likely age of 170 years in 1988; it might have been 1.6 m in ~ n inh 1885.

m Brick or stone
%%%% Wood or iron
Parish boundary
W Water

Sweyed 1886
Published 1887

.

? Kiln

GIRTON

Plan 1: The Madingley brickworks still in operation in 1886. Pigvres show parcel
numbers and areas in acres. From the O.S. 112500 Plan Camhridgesbire XXXIX. 12
(1887)

Surveyed 1886
Revised 1901

. . Parish boundary
Disused building
Plan 2: The brickworks disused in 1901, tbe pits and the brickyard area having
been extended since 1887. From the 1902 (2nd edition) O.S. 112500 Plan
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-Rough grassland

Plan 3: In 1924 seven separate pits are mapped; scrub and rongb grassland are
shown. The numbering of the water-filled pits is that used by Dr Sally Corbet.

Non-coniferous tiees
(conventional)

Plan 4: By 1981 a new access road cuts across the site. Woodland and scrub are
shown, but no grassland. From O.S. 112500 Plan TL 4061 (1982)
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No other mapped wee survives from this period. No grass or bushes are
indicated in the brickyard, but a photograph of one in Suffolk in I900
(Pankhurst, 1989) indicates that plants could colonise one part of the site
while the rest was in operation,
By 1901 (Figure 2) the brickworks were disused, although the house, the
drying shed and another small building were still standing. The deep pit of
1886 had been extended to form Pit 1 of 1924 (Figure 3), two newer pits had
encroached on the arable to the south-east and south-west (Pits 2 and 3
respectively), and a large new pit - the precursor of Pits 4 , 5 and 6 - had been
dug in the centre of the site. No grassland or scrub is shown - but neither are
any uees along the Avenue or the pxish boundzy, yet there must have been
an 80-year-old osk between the old house and old shed, if no others. The
p a s s verges of the Avenue are not indicated either, the surveying is clearly
less metiCulous.
The danger of assuming that terresmal plant succession began witb a bare
clay surfxe the moment the brickpits closed is shown by photographs of
active works in Suffolk in 1900 and Redfordshire in 1909: much herbaceouc
vegetation was already present (Pankhurst, 1989; Bedfordshire County
Council, 1979, p. 48).
The 1924 survey (Figure 3) shows seven separate pits; the numbers are
those given in the 1970s by Dr Sally Corbet in the course of herresearches.
The outlines of all these are evident at the uresent dav. althoueh not
surprisingly there are changes in detail, especiall& the inte&ty of the-baulks
between adiacent uits. For the first time the ~ l a nshows the conventional
symbols fo; scruband rough grassland, agreiing both with Mrs Uarlow s
recollections and with the girth classes of the oaks existing now. Individual
trees are shown lining the-Avenue: some of these must Lave been the fine
specimens of Ulmus minor recently felled after the attacks of Dutch elm
disease Ceratocystis ulrni. Again, no trees are shown along the parish
boundary, although one must have been just over a hundred years old and at
least three 35 or more years old.
We omit the not uarticularlv informative survev of 1969: like the 1981
survey given as ~ i ~ i4,r ite shbws patches of non-cbniferous uees and scrub
conventionally. Trees in the Avenue are again omitted, although several clms
must have been standing. Exactly as in 1969, only three separate bodies of
water are shown in 1981 - the pond of 0.210 ha which corresponds with Pits
1. 2 and 3 of Dr Corbet's enumeration (Fieure 3). the n o ~ dof 0.121 ha.
corresponding with Pits 4 , s and 6, and the sGall &ianguiar Pit 7, which is
'black hole - dceulv shaded, witb a high organic innut and hiehlv anoxic. A
new access roaa was made to uni;ersiiy ~ a r &land wcen-the Girton
interchange of the M11, A45 and A605 was opened to traffic in 1978fl9
(Belcher and Swale. 1980). The lareest oak stands iust to the north of the
new access road as it cross'es the n o s e r n corner; thei'urkey Oak mentioned
previously is on the south side. The site o f ' Bricklayers House ' lies entirely
within the uiangle cut off by the new access road: no trace of it can be seen
on the ground, and the area is densely covered witb poles of suckering elm,
some of which hive been killed by Dutch elm dicease. One sucli dead pole
elm has deeply embedded in its bark a spiral of rusty barbed wire, a tubular
iron post and a substantial pan of a rusty sheet iron notice board (probsbly at

s

least 50 years old) on which "PRIVATE FISHING" is faintly discernible. At
its base on 21 J a n u m 1990 was a fine clumn of the Velvet Shank Toadstool
Flammulina ( ~ o l l y b h veluripes.
)
The whole'caboodle was blown over in the
gale of 25 January 1990.
Our f i s t reaction on seeing in 1988 the differences between the survey of
1924 and the surveys of 1969 and 1981 was to postulate the effects of rainfall
in preceding years, notably the exceedingly dry year 1921. We now think
that rainfall is only part of a complex set of factors, some of which we shall
now try to consider.
The hydrology of the brickpits

First, Gault clay is extremely impermeable when wet. Only after pmlonged
drought, as for example in 1976, may deep shrinkage cracks temporarily
increase its lateral hydraulic conductivity. Secondly, the land slopes only
very gently northwards from Madingley village to the Huntingdon Road fsom the Dry Drayton turning to the nonh-east end of the Avenue about 1 in
180. Diect observation on 7 January 1990 after 9 mm of overnight rain and a
very wet December showed no obvious run-off from adjacent arable (where
some water was standing) into the brickpits; presumably most water drains
into the Beck Brook and its !tributary drains. Old rabbit burrows on the
margins of the pits suggest that the ground is not waterlogged (cf. Mrs Ison's
recollections of rabbitine). Perhaus verv rarelv flash floodine mieht lead to
run-off from the arable, &haps via the bld radbit burrows, to-pits-6, 3 and 2
(Figure 3). No ditches or drains enter the pits from outside, and there is no
"iscble overflow
channel.
~~Ilowever, the bauks between Pits 4 , 5 and 6 have been much broken down
hv.
,. it is said. decades of acrivitv bv anelen: the baulk between I and 2 is also
largely brdken down. .rhese. bailks 'are now marked hy lines of
Schoenopl~cruslacusrris and Typha larifolia, often overarched by assorted
thorny plants, so hat access ir difficult. Even after 14 very dry months, From
late summer 1988 to late autumn 1989, Pits 11. 5 and 6 still formcd one
continuous bodv of watcr as shown in Firmre 4. and so do Pits 1 and 2 but
not Pit 3. Pit 7 is completely isolated.
At some time a 'grip' or trench about a meue deep has been dug connecting
Pits 4-6 with Pits 1 and 2. In January 1990 the water levels were lower than
in 1987188 and Pits 4-6 were just not oveflowing into Pits 1 and 2, which
were (at a rough estimate) 0.4 - 0.5 m lower. After the very wet weekend of
2-4 February 1990 (with some 35 mm of rain), Pit 4 was just overflowing
into Pit 1, which had risen in level by about 0.1 m. Pit 3 is connected to Pit 2
(and therefore also Pit 1) by another grip: in January 1990 the water in Pit 3
was perhaps 0.3 m higher than in Pits 2 and 1. Figure 4 cannot be wholly
accurate: the baulk between Pits 1 and 3 is fm and continuous and remained
high and dry even in the wet season of 1987188: o t h e ~ i s ethe plan shows a
fair approximation to the state of affaiss when water levels are high, except
that it does not show thc grip which then connect$ the two larger ponds.
Over 3 period of years the avenge precipitation near Carnbridgc is around
550 mm. while eva~orationfrom a free water surface lcaves onlv 125 mm
(say five'inches) to percolate down (e.g. in chalk), run off (on h e a h clay) or
overflow (from a cylindrical open container, to which a brickpit
~~~
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aooroximates~.The oresence of woodland or r e e d s w m ereatlv comolicates
hydrology. In g&eral, we might expect evapouanspk~tionirom the large
and exposed Pits 1-3, with much reedswamp, to exceed that from the more
shelteried Pits 4-6 and that there would be liast water loss from the deeolv
shaded Pit 7: this may explain the differeucks in level mentioned ihk
prccchng paragraph. A quantitativc investiganon would be fascinating. As
with some of the Breckland meres, the isolation of the brickpits and their
fluctuanng water levels make them remarkable for the study of colonisa:ion by
aquatic organisms -just as isolation from ancient woodland is relevant to thk
terreshial succession.
It is obvious aualitativelv that mhbish and the former habitation near the
road have locall$ enhanced-nutrient starus, but it is very desir~blcto study the
fate of nitrate and potassium in autumn dressings on the ardble: to what extent
do these mobile ions finish un in the hrickoits or in the drains and streams
flowing northwards to the fen's? The intere'st of such an investiganon needs
no emphasis. Valuable comments on the methods and state of drainage at
Madingley in the 18th century are made by Vancouver (1794).
~~~

~~~

The erowth of oak and elm
~edGoculateOak Quercus robur has certainly been planted along the
Avenue and probably from time to time along the parish boundarv. Soread is
only by acoms, and-that erratically: oak ca6 be pollarded and iopp<ced but
never spreads by root suckers. Small-leaved Elm Ulmus minor only
exceedingly rarely becomes established from seed. In over 40 years D.E.C.
has never seen it become established by seed in Madingley Wwd, although
one magnificent vegetative suckering clone there covers about a hectare, and
in 25 years or more only one seedling has been seen in Buff Wood.
Of the oaks measured in 1988, the greatest girths (over 2.00 m at breast
height) are shown by five trees along the parish boundary. The largest tree,
with a girth of 4.28 m, stands about 25 m in from the Avenue boundary. On
the basis of the reasonable assumptions of Mitchell (1966) and Rackham
(1976). this tree should be about 170 years old and thus should be one of
those shown in the 1886 survey. The next four largest oaks range between
2.66 and 2.29 m in girth (105 to 90 years old). These would certainly not
have been mapped in 1886 and may well have been planted as saplings after
the closure of the brickpits, between, say, 1890 and 1900. The next three
largest oaks, between 1.99 and 1.54 m in girth, are up to 10 m in from the
boundaty, with estimated ages of 80 to 60 years: they may be the first
generation of offspring from the older trees on the boundary. While two of
these are on level ground and could just conceivably have been planted, one
of this group, with a girth of 1.61 m and an estimated age of 63 years, stands
at least half a metre down the slope of Pit 1 (the original large pit of 1886);
planting here is most unlikely. The same is m e of smaller trees: one of
0.80m girth and estimated age 30 years stands even closer to the present water
level.
Observations made by D.E.C. elsewhere show that Pedunculate Oak is
remarkably rolerant of months of flooding to a depth of 0.65 m or more, and
the mes on the sloping margins of Pit 1 1 w k quite healthy.
O A regeneration continues. Some saplings are less that 2 m tall. These

probably came mainly from the older trees in the brickpits, although
lonp-distance dispersal (to 5 k m by Jays) can take place - and the source of
theTurkey Oakmust be at some distance.
Elms still exist along the whole 140 m length of the brickpits. Those
nearest the road have suffered most from Dutch elm disease, although some
regrowth by suckers has taken place. The most numerous and largest
surviving poles are between Pit 1 and Pits 4 . 5 and 6. Although attacked by
elm disease, several flowered freely in February 1990 and are at least 10 m
tall and up to 1.4m in girth at breast height. One, recently felled but already
dead for several years, shows 45 annual rings at the base. Features of the
bark (e.g. double rows of burrs) suggest that these poles are genetically
distinct from the trees surviving in the Avenue at least 80-90 m distant: they
may have suckered from parent trees formerly along the parish boundary.
The least likely origin is establishment from seed.

Summary
The Madingley brickpits came into existence after 1849: they were operated
by William Flack and one or two assistants in 1881 and probably by a
William Brown and two members of the Todd family of Madingley around
1890. Like the Wicken bricbits, they were certainly disused by 1901. A
reasonable conjecture is that they were in operation forno more thin 30 years.
and probably less, perhaps from around 1875 to 1895.
The aquatic fauna is rich in species and differs significantly from pit to pit.
The terresnial flora is poor in species but gives insight into colonisarion of a
site distant by 1.5 km from ancienr woodland. The scarcity o r absence of
woodland plants after a century is very suiking and affords a contrast with the
Hayley Wood 'Triangle, which adjoins anclcnt woodland.
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Ranunculus calcareus and R. pseudofuitans
in Cambridgeshire
Gina MurreIl and Peter Sell
Botany School, University of Cambridge
The large-flowered water-crowfoots without floating leaves occuning in
Cambndecshire sneams and riven have been vaiously named. Over the last
we have examined as many populanons as possible in the field and
two
compared our findings with the specimens in the University herbarium
(CGEI. We believe all the ~ l a n t swe have seen can be ~ u tnro
t two taxa,
khich; as they are quite dist;nct and no intermediates haje been seen, seem
best regarded as species, R. calcareus and R. pseudofluitam. These have
both been made infraspecific taxa of R. penicillatus (Dumon.) Bab., which
has floating as well as submerged leaves, is usually a plant of neutral or acid
water and in the British Isles is found only in the west. All three are
apparently polyploids, probably of hybrid origin, but could well be of
different origins. R.penicillatus suggests R. fluitans x peltarus, while
R. pseudofluitam and R. calcareus seem better referred to R. fluitans x
trichophyllus, the former nearer to R. fluitam, the latter nearer to
R. trichophyllus. R.fluitam, which appears to be mostly diploid, seems to
be one of the parents of. all three and is most like R. pseudopuitans, from
which it is sometimes difficult to distinguish it. A supposed sterile triploid
hybrid between R.fluitanr and R. trichophyllus, R. bachii Witgen, d~ffers
from R. pseudofluitans only in its sterility and smaller flowers. In view of
the variability, apparently ~ e q u e nhybridisation
t
and general state of flux of
the taxa within the Ranunculus subgenus Batrachium complex, it would seem
better to recognise R. penicillatus, R. calcarem and R. pseudofluitans as
species, rather than guess at their origin. Even in the case of R. bachii the
chromosomes would have to be actually counted before a plant is known to be
triploid, especially as some of the polyploids are sometimes sterile.

R. calcareus Butcher (R. penicillatus var. vertumnus C.D.K. Cook)
Diagnosis: Leaves up to 5.5 cm, with up to 200 widely diverging, rigid,
non-collapsing segments shorter than the stem-internodes, which form, as
you look down on them in the water, a conglomeration of fans. Flowers
10-24 mm in diameter; petals 5-12 x 5-11 mm. Receptacle densely hairy.

Distribution: Confined to two chalk stream systems in the south of the
county.
1. Fowlmere watercress beds (5214045). where the smam crosses the road
(521402461) and Sheoreth mill (521399469).
2. At various places' between well kicud (52/328429) and where the river is
piped under the old aufield (52/323455), Rassingboum. It h3s varied grcatly
in amount in this river over the last 50 vears. P.D.S. has becn vetv conscious
of it, as when he was taught to snare hdut it was pointed out as the best place
to find them resting under. It seems not to like shade nor to stand much
compedrion from otKer water plants. It is found most plcnnfully at the present
time just before the river goes under the old airfield, where the water flows
more-swiftly and the armybims the banks every year. It also used to occur in
a chalk s w a m by Spring Lane, Bassingbourn, (52/335436) and is still to be
found where this stream goes through an old culvert under the High Street
(521334439). This stream eventually joins the larger one at Wendy.
It formerly occurred in an old pond near Kneesworth Hall and the stream
running from it (521347443). but can no longer be found there.

R. pseudoj7uitans (Syme) Newbould ex Baker & Foggitt (R. penicillafus
var. calcareus sensu Clapharn, Tutin & Moore, Fl. Brit. Isles, ed. 3, 48
(1987))
Diaenosis: Leaves 5-17 cm. with uo to 150 colla~sine,~arallelsenments
aboit as long as the stern-internodes, bhich, as you i o o k x w n on the& in the
water, are strung out in a line. Flowers 11-33 mm in diameter; petals 6-17 x
6-14 mm. Receptacle densely hairy.
Distribution: This is the plant of the Granta and the Cam. C.C. Babington
collected it at Little Linton in 1855, R.H. Goode at Hauxton Mill in 1913,
W.W. Newbold at Harston in 1848 and J.S. Henslow in Cambridge in 1821
and 1829, as did C.C. Babington in 1852. We have seen it in several places
at Hinxton (particularly 521492454) and by the bridges at Little Shelford
(521456517) and between Harston and Haslingfield (521417511).
This species was collected by S.M. Walters in the River Snail at Snailwell
(52/637653), and it is still there, though looking ratherpoorly.
Plants collected at Wicken Fen by C.E. Moss in 1910 and S.M. Walters in
1953 were called Ranunculus fluitans. Sarah Webster believes thev are
R. preudofluirans, and on technrcal grounds we have to agree. ~ o w e v &we
,
saw the piant in grest quantity in 19x9 in hlonks Lode (52l564701) and it did
nor look right, having a more upright habit wilh some of the leaves short and
curled. It gave the impression of R.flu~tansx trichophyllrrr, hut its tlowers
were too laree for R. hach~i. We searched for develooed fruits. but could
find none. rt is certainly not R.fluitans or R. calcare;~and is &st placed
with R. pseudofluitans. P.D.S. recorded R. pseudofluitans in the river near
Hook's Mill, Guilden Morden, (521271456) in 1952, but did not collect it or
distinguish it fromR. calcareus. We have been unable to refind it.
R. fluitons Lam.
Diagnosis: Leaves with lamina UP to 32 cm, with few, vew long, firm,
sub~arallelsegments usually longei than the stem-intemodes, whichyas you
look down on them in the water, form long bright green streamers with darker

tips. Flowers 25-35 mm in diameter; petals 11-18 x 10-14 mm. Receptacle
glabrous or with a few hairs.
bismbution: Despite the numerous records of this specles, we have seen no
specimens from Cambndgeshlre. The nearest locality which we know of
where it is still to be found is in the Little Ouse River at Santon Downham, in
both Norfolk and Suffolk (521818878).
The above diagnoses of R. calcareus and R. pseudofuitanr were made from
Cambridgeshire plants and that of R.f[uitans from Santon Downham. They
may not fit plants from elsewhere.

Rrmunculus calcareus

The fossil fauna of the mid-Cretaceous of
Cambridgeshire with particular attention
to the reptiles

N.C. Fraser
In general, the vertebrate fauna of modern Cambridgeshire is not
particularly rich or diverse. In particular, only four species of reptile occur the Slowwom Anguis fragilis, the Viviparous Lizard Lacerta vivipara, the
Grass Snake Natrix natrix and the Adder Vipera berus. Indeed the reptile
fauna of Britain as a whole is quite restricted, and only two further species,
the Sand Lizard Lacerra agilis and the Smooth Snake Coronella ausm'aca, can
be added to the list; both have very localised ranges in parts of England. With
regard to the reptiles the picture does not change much if we look back a few
thousand years to Pleistocene times. Whilst the local mammal fauna was
augmented by a number of exotic forms, including species of lion, bear, elk,
bison, mammoth, hippo and rhino, the reptile fauna was apparently only
slightly different from that of today. However, reflecting times when the
mean temperatures were somewhat higher than those of the present period,
remains of the European Pond Turtle Emys orbicuiaris and the Aesculapian
Snake Elaphe longissima have been found in East Anglian interglacial
deposits. Both these species still exist today but they are now restricted to
more southern parts of Europe (particularly Elaphe).
The paucity of reptiles in Cambridgeshire in recent times contrasts markedly
with the situation during the Mesozoic (Figure 1). From the end of the
Triassic period, and for approximately 150 million years, the dinosaurs were
the dominant terrestrial vertebrates. and eant revtiles also inhabited the seas.
Although the first mammals also date back to the end of the Triassic period,
L\CY did no1 becomc the maior terresmal vertebrate group.until after the end of
the Cretaceous period.
There are various sediments in Cambridgeshire which were deposited
during the Mesozoic, and, together with similar deposits elsewhere in Britain,
they have yielded many reptilian fossils. For example, skeletons of marine
pliosauroids, such as the giant Stretosawus macromerus from Stsetham, near
Ely, have been recovered from Jurassic sediments (Tarlo, 1959). But the
fossil record is very patchy and there are many gaps. Even within periods
such as the Cretaceous, from which exceptional fossil assemblages are known
and which provide detailed pictures of the palaeoenvironment, there still
remain great voids in our knowledge. As aresult, although there are a number
of localities worldwide documenting the life of the dinosaurs (including their
demise towards the end of the Cretaceous approximately 65 million years
ago), various periods withii their history are poorly documented. One such
period occurred around the middle of the Cretaceous, nearly 100 million years
ago. Yet a sequence of rocks unique to Cambridgeshire provides some
evidence for the nature of the local fauna that existed at that time and may
offer important clues regarding the global changes between Early and Late
Cretaceous reptile faunas. This geological horizon is known as the Cambridge
Greensand.
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Figure 1:

Geological time-scale from the Mesozoic to the present

Figure 2: Palaeogeographie map of south-east Britain towards the end of
the Lower Cretaceous, showing possible configuration o f coastlines
bordering Cambridgeshire (after Anderton el al. 1979)
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The occurrence of the Cambridee Greensand
A hundred million years ago camb;idgeshire and the surrounding area lay
under a marine channel (Figure 2). This period in Cambridgeshire's history is
renresented
bv the unncr bcds of the Cault and the lower Chalk. Where it is
~-~
accessible, the ~ault'lurfaceshows irregular undulations and bears evidence
of burrowing by marine organisms. The Chalk lies above the Gault, and
marking its base locally is the poorly defined Cambridge Greensand.
Evidence of erosion in the Cambridge Greensand indicates that, at the end of
the interval marking the deposition of the Gault Clay, land movements
brought the sea floor of the Cambridge area nearer the surface and within the
limits of the effects of wave action.
Observing the sediments in the field, one can see a prominent change from
the dull blue-grey Gault Clay into the Cambridge Greensand, but the
distinction between the Greensand and the overlvine Chalk Marl is not clearlv
defined. The Cambridge Greensand consists bf thin bed of sandy m&l
which bears an abundance of green glauconitic grains and is rich in
nhos~haticnodules. Manv of these ~hosohaticnodules actuallv reoresent
kouids or casts of varioudfossils.
ar; largely concenuatcd ;ow&ds the
basal 15-30 cm of the Greensand and arc generally most abundant in the
hollows of the eroded Gault Clay surface. The invertebrate fossils of the
Cambridge Greensand are largely consistent with those found elsewhere in
Britain in the topmost beds of the Gaulr As aresult it is generally held that the
Cambridge Greensand was formed by winnowing of clay from the top of the
underlying Gault to leave a residue of coarse malcrial which was incorporated
within the next phase of sedimentation. The fossils of the Cambridge
Greensand are thus somewhat older than the sediment itself and probably
renrcsents a mixture of faunas of sliehtlv differine aecs. Generallv the fossils
a& rather poorly preserved.
~r
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The 'coprolite' mining industry
The Cambridge Greensand formerly outcropped at the surface along a line
running roughly from Barton (on-the-Clay) in Bedfordshire, through
Cambridge, Homingsea and northeast as far as Soham (Figure 3). The bed
d i ~ sdown below the level of the Chalk escaroment for some distance
castwards, but lies at some considerable dept6 (Figure 4). It was first
recognised by Hailstone (1816) when he described the section at the base of
s Castle Hill. Cambridee. However. it
the Chalk Marl exnosed i n b r i c b ~ t near
was not until the k i d 1800s that the value of this "nique hogzon was fuily
realised both in economic and in scientific terms. In the earlv 1840s
phosphatised fossils recovered from the 'Red Crag in Essex and-~uffolk
were reco~nisedas a useful substitute for bone in agricultural feniliserc, and
conseoue~tlvthere arose a demand for further souries of nhosnhate. In 1845
~ r o f e k o ~r k n s l o wreported to the meeting of the ~ritishhss&iationon the
oresence of similar ~hosohaticnodules in the Cambridee Greensand. This
harked the beginGug bf the so-called 'coprolite' 6ining industry in
Cambridgeshire. Between the 1860s and 1890 opencast mining for the
DhosDhates of the Cambridee Greensand orovided a rnaior source of
empioyment and brought woriers in from all bver the Fens (& well as from
further afield) for what was well paid but dangerous work. In fact it might be

-outcrop o f the Chalk
Former outcrop of

the Cambridge

Pigure 3: Regional map showing the former line of outcrop of the
Cambridge Greensand

Band 01
ropdiaemining

Figure 4: Section through Cambridgeshire showing the relationship of
the Cambridge Greensand with Jurassic and other Cretaceous sequences

compared in some ways to the more recent North Sea oil boom. Along the
belt where the chalk outcrops, farmers were will in^ to lease their land to
conrolite merchants. The merchants would then move their work forces in.
nomally on the understanding that the land would be returned to i& firme;
condition after the phosphate had been exaacted. Thus a ~ i e c of
e land would
be systematically work& by taking off a narrow smp of topsoil and digging a
trench down to the Cambridge Greensand horizon. After removal of the
phosnhate the trench would be backfilled and the tonsoil
~,~~returned. Bv
pro&essive trench-digging and backfilling, phosphates were extracted from
levels up to 25 feet deep and fields could he returned to their former statc:
without any indication oithe excavations remaining apart from a charactensnc
ribbed pattern which can sometimcs be seen today in aerial photographs.
However, towards the end of the mining Swm, fanners were sometimcs only
interested in making a quick profit and trenches were somedmcs left open
after the phosphate hzd been extracted. Exam~lesof such ouen htches can be
seen to the ndnh-east of Homingsea. For insiance, the long water-filled 'cur'
at Quy Fen (see cover photograph) is a result of the coprolite mining. At the
time, this trench would have been regarded as an undesirable asocct of the
indusuy, but paradoxically we now aczvely seek to conserve it as ;refuge for
a particular flora and fauna.
During the First World War the Minishy of Munitions thought that the
Cambridge Greensand might provide a valuable source of phosphate.
However, it was soon realised how efficient the co~roliteminers had been. It
n
prove to be
was particularly hoped that the area around ~ r u m p l n ~ t owould
rich in phosphate, but From survevs i t became apoarent that nracticallv the
entire geolbgical horizon had been remove" where it'came within
approximately 25 feet of the surface, and it is now virtually impossible to
locate the outcrop in siM. If one walks along the Fens to the west and south
of Reach and Lode it is still possible to locate old spoil-heaps which may
contain a few small phophatic nodules. Similarly I have identified traces of
old workings near Wimpole Hall and Croydon Hill, but the sequence itself
has long since disappeared.
The majority of the nodules consist of phosphatised pebbles, but they were
popularly referred to as coprolites because of their resemblance to fossilised
faecal material: indeed they were originally considered to represent such
material. In addition, a large number of phosphatised fossils were also
remeved From the mining. Various local fossil collectors took the time to visit
the washing mills where the clav was beins removed from the nodules. Bv
gaining theaquaintance of the fbremen of The works, these collectors were
able to persuade them to set aside potentially interestine snecimens for
purchase. As a result many fossils were recovered befo;k (hey could be
ground down. However, it is likely that the price the fossils commanded was
frequently insufficient to be worth the effon of separating them from the main
phosphate haul, and it can be assumed that greater numbers were lost in the
grinding mills and ultimately went to support the entrepreneurs of Victorian
Britain!
Once collected, the fossils were either sold or donated to the scientific
community, and in particular to the Sedgwick Museum in Cambridge (then
known as the Woodwardian Museum). Although the principal collection is
~~~
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still maintained in the Sedgyick, specimens have spread far and wide, so that
apart from private collections there are also examples of Cambridge
Greensand fossils in many foreign as well as British museums.
The coprolite industry rapidly declined in the 1890s as a result of the almost
complete exhaustion of the Cambridge Greensand from relatively accessible
depths. However. the imnortation of relativelv cheap ~ h o s ~ h a t from
e s the
~ & t e States
d
also had an iffect on the market &din o;le'or &o rare instances
it became uneconomic to continue minins before the accessible levels of the
phosphate bed wzrc entirely depleted. f i e end of the industry also largcly
ended the opportunity to rccovcr fxther Cambridge Greensand fossils. Smce
the turn of ihe centuiv new suecimens have onlv been recovered either from
the extremely deep
cement works, sucd as thdsc at ~arrin~ton,.where
excavations into the Chalk have penetrated down to undisturbed Cambric!~e
Greensand, or from mad excavauons, such as the MI1 development, where
very small outliers of the Greensand horizon were not completely exhausted
by the mining indusby.
The fauna of the Cambridge Greensand
Since, at the time the Cambridge Greensand was formed, erosion of the sea
floor brought about the formation of a pebble bed, it might be expected that
the fossil assemhlase would be reuresentative of a hard-bottom fauna.
However, the Camb>dge Greensand has a complex history, and parts of
various horizons from the top of the Gault Clay have been incorporated in it.
Indeed within the Gault Clay itself there are a number of horizons
characterised by phosphatic nodule condensations, and there is evidence to
suesest that in certain areas the co~roliteworkers excavated through the
CGbridge Grcenssnd and e~~loited'nodule
beds directly from the G<ult In
thc wash~ngmills there would have been no means of d~stinauishlnabetween
fossils taken from Gault nodule beds and those recovered fr& the Cambridee
Greensand itself. Consequently 'Cambridge Greensand' fossils collectgd
during the 1800s are probably derived from a number of horizons and as a
result the 'Cambridge Greensand fauna' represents a mixture of different
communities. It includes faunas living on or in soft bottoms, forms living on
the hard surfaces of shells and nodules, nektonic species and also a small
component from the terresuial environment washed in from the adjacent
coasilines.
In the Gault Clay there was a diverse bottom-dwellingfauna, and within the
Cambridae Greensand collections representatives include crabs such as
Notopocorystes. A number of gastrdpod molluscs are known, including
Pleurotomaria and Anchura. Pieurotomaria is considered to have been a
sponge-feeder, and there is a wealth of fossil sponges within the Greensand
which could have supported this diet. It has been suggested that Anchurn fed
on plant debris. Other gastropods were probably predators of bivalves, boring
their way through the shells by means of a specialised radula. Bivalves are
common and range from forms such as Inoceramus, which were attached to
the substrate and each other bv bvssus threads, to the deposit-feedina
Nuculnna. Also within the sedimknt;scaphopods such as ~ e n i a l i w nsough?
out micro-organisms which would have included Foraminifera. The cup coral
Trochocyarhus,which is a typical Upper Gault fossil, is also found within the

Cambridge Greensand assemblages. In addition, crinoids, echinoids and
barnacles are mesent. The phosphatised nodules, shells and bones are
frequently encrusted by serpulid annelids and oyster spat. These generally
only accumulate on the upper surfaces of the phosphates, and it is therefore
possible to determine which way up the nodules originally lay in the
sediment
Ammonoids and nautiloids form a major component of the nektonic fauna
and include amone the commoner elements Callihoolites. Stoliczkaia and
Mortoniceras. As group these molluscs, which are hlied'to today's squids
and octomses. ~0SSeSsedweU-develooed, often strikinelv ornamented shells.
making hem some of the most aesthe'tically pleasing f6;sils. As a result the;
are extremely popular with collectors. More imponanlly, their rapid evolution
and ecncrallv widesnread distribution and abundance make them invaluab!e
fosscs for zoning sehimentaty rocks.
The vertebrates are the other maior moua of nektonic organisms in the
Cambridge Greensand. They includh a &kty of sharks, suck as Oxyrhina,
teleosts and relatives of the present-day Chfnlaera or Rat Fish. But perhaps
the most soectacular were the ichthvosaurs and ~lesiosaurs.The ichthi-osaGs
were highiy spccialised marine redtiles with limbs reduced to form ;teering
fins and a highly modified tail with a large lunate fin. Confined entirely to
water, they gave birth to live young. As a group the ichthyosaurs attained
their greatest diversity in the early Jurassic (approximately 180 million years
ago) (see Figure 1). The ichthyosaur remains of the Cambridge Greensand
probably all represent a single genus, Plaryprerysilc~,and con?titute one of the
latest records of this hiehlv soecialised m o u ~of reotiles.
The second great group of marine ?ephles kiown from the Cambridge
Greensand is the plesiosaurs. They can be divided into two main goups - the
short-necked oliosauroids and the lone-necked nlesiosauroids. Both tvnes
have been ide'ntified in the Greensand ;collections. In both groups the l&bs
were modified to form ~addles,and in the water they may have moved in a
similar manner to modeinday sea llons, employing ibackLard power smke
and a forward recovery suoke which was a combination of underwater flight
and rowing (Taylor, 1986). I h e tail was shon and probably acted as a mdder
and, unlike that of the ichthyosaurs, was not responsible for the generation of
the maior orooulsive force. The lone-necked piesios3uroids were ~robablv
largelyfisil-fhedlng, whereac the pli&auroids posscs\ed more masi~vetee&
and jaws which may have been better adapted for deallng with large-shelled
ammonites. The reproductive behaviouf of plesiosaurs is unknown, but
unlike the ichthyosaurs they may have been capable of dragging themselves
ashore to lay eggs. Certainly no specimens have been found bearing the
skeletons of
- - emhrvos.
Although it mustbe emphasised that the Cambridge Greensand contains
mainly fossils originally deposited in older beds and is thus largely devoid of
beautifully preserved articulated skeletons, there is one slight exception.
Turtle bones form a reasonably large proportion of the Cambridge Greensand
vertebrate material, and rather unusually they include articulated skulls. Like
the other Cambridge Greensand macrofossils, they too have been subject to
erosion and abrashn, but, because of their relatcvely solid skull structure,
some of the smaller specimens actually formed compact nodules of
-
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phosphatised bone and clay which have remained intact. Although their
surfaces are polished and worn, details of the skull structure, including suture
patterns, can be obsewed. The commonest turtles are of a genus called
Rhinnchelvs. of which three different soecies are currentlv recomised in the
Cambhdge~6reensand(Collins, 1970).'Generally, specimens of>hinochelys
are not dissimilar in size to the European Pond Tunle Emys orbiculoris, with a
head about 3 or 4 cm long, but there an isolated tunle bone fragments which
are indicative of animals up to a mcue long and thus more comparable to
modern-day leatherback or green turtles. like Emys, Rltinochelys was a
cryplodire; that is it retrdcted its neck by vemcal flexure of the neck venebrae
rather than by the lateral flexure which is characteristic of the side-necked'
tunles or pleurodires. However, unlike Emys, which, as I have already
mentioned, was recovered from East Anglian deposits almost 100 million
vears vouneer. Rhinochelvs was auite defiiitelv mkine.
normaly associat~cmcodilianswith fresh water,
' ~ h 6 stovday
t
we
fossil forms include a number of marine genera. and a few isolated vertebrae
within the Cambridge Greensand have bzen assigned to a marine crocodile.
Likewise, occas~onalvenebrae can also be atmbuted to another major group
of reotiles which we would onlv rarelv associate todav with the marine
envirbnrnent, namely the lizards. burinithe Mesozoic a group of very large
aquatic lizards, called mosasaurs, flourished. Their closest living relatives are
the varanid lizards, of which the Komodo Dragon is perhaps the most
celebrated. Like the Komodo Dragon, the mosasaurs are believed to have
been fearsome ~redators.but of the seas rather than of the land.
Although it bas predominantly a marine fauna, elements of a terrestrial
vertebrate fauna have also been identified within the Cambridge Greenssnd,
and thcsc arguably form the most interesting component of the assemblage.
They were presumably washed out from river systems emptying along the
nearby coastlines (see Figurc 2). Tcrresmal remains might have a!ready been
panially decomposed and disassociated, so that bone fragments might have
formed pan of the debris washed along in the rivers. On the other hand
complct~specimens could have been transported some distance out to sea,
either as bloated carcasses or as a result of being caught up with floating logs
and tree roots. It is well documented that floating vegetGion can be washed
for considerable distances away from coast1i;es;-for instance Siberian
driftwood is not uncommon on our shores. Indeed it has been suggested that
the nresence
of some elements within the Cambridee Greensand miv nerhaos
r~~~~
bebest explsined a$ a result~oftansponatlon hyufloating plant ddbhs. ~ i e
composition of cenain large stones and boulders (up to 60 kg) found within
the Camhridgc Greensand suggests th3t they must probnbly originalcd from
land-masses in Nonh Wales, the Midlands or the Welsh Border region
(Iiawkes, 1944). Certainly seaweeds have been known to lift and carry
boulders weighing at least 35 kg (Church, 1919). Fragments of fosil wood
11avcbeen identified in some Cambridge Greensand collections, hut they are
by no means common. However, some large picces of amber are amongst the
collections in the Sedgwick Museum, so that it does not seem unreasonable to
put fonvard floating vegetation as a possible mechanism for the tranzponation
and inu~~duction
of tsrresuial vertebrates into an essentially msrinr deposit.
Interestingly, although the reason for the occurrence of these phosphate-rich
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sediments is unclear, it has been suggested that high phosphate contents might
be partially generated by a high input of terrestrial organic matter from river
systems.
Pterosaur remains include limb bones, jaws and vertebrae. These may have
been washed into the marine sediments as part of the terrestrial debris, but it is
equally likely that aerial accidents occurred whilst the pterosaurs were
plucking fish from the surface waters, and these would have resulted in
casualties dropping directly into the sea. Once in the water, they may have
been preyed upon or scavenged by large marine reptiles such as the
plesiosaurs. As a group the pterosaurs in the Cambridge Greensand were
quite diverse. There are a number of different species representing three
different genera and including forms allied to Pteranodon.
Remains of dinosaurs are relatively rare, but four different genera have been
identified. The largest is Macrurosaurus, which has been identified as a
titanosaurid sauropod on the basis of its characteristic tail vertebrae. In
common with other sauropods, such as the Jurassic genera Diplodocus and
Apatosaurus ('Brontosaurus'), Macrurosaurus was a herbivore and would
have possessed an extremely long neck and tail.
An ankylosaur has been recognised in the Cambridge Greensand principally
from fragments of armour-plating, dermal spines, jaw bone fragments and
sections of the shoulder girdle. Ankylosaurs were quadrupedal herbivores
protected by a heavy bony armour, and some members of the group were also
armed with a bony club on the end of the tail which was presumably swung
with some force to keep predators at a distance. However, the Cambridge
Greensand ankylosaur belongs to the group known as nodosaurs, which lack
this defensive weapon on the tail.
Largely on the evidence of isolated teeth, two further herbivorous dinosaurs
are known to have inhabited the land-masses adjacent to the marine channel
that covered Cambridgeshire in mid-Cretaceous times. The first of these,
Anoplosaurus, is a close relative of Iguanodon. (Iguanodon itself is known
from isolated remains in the older Lower Greensand Beds at Potton in
Bedfordshire.) The second is known as Trachodon cantabrigiensis, and it is
one of the earliest records of a hadrosaur. The hadrosaurs were a group of
bipedal dinosaurs that flourished in the late Cretaceous and they are renowned
for the occurrence of bizarre head crests in some members. However, the
cranial anatomy ofTrachodon cantabrigiensis is unknown.
Although only herbivorous forms are represented in the assemblages, it is
highly unlikely that the dinosaurian fauna was entirely herbivorous.
However, within the collections there is no conclusive evidence of
carnivorous forms. Given that the Cambridge Greensand is essentially a
marine deposit, the terrestrial component cannot be expected accurately to
reflect the palaeoecology of the adjacent land-masses, and it might be expected
that a mammalian fauna and various other reptiles were also present. At least
one bird is known from fragmentary limb bones and a partial braincase:
Enaliornis was a flightless diving bird which was essentially marine.
Conclusion
Although they were recognised as an important fauna and widely reported
upon at the time of their discovery, little research has been carried out on the
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Cambridee Greensand vertebrates since the late 1800s. This i s oanlv due to
p&erv&ion of chc matenal and
to the ?act ihat the
the rath;
Cambridge Greensand horizon has not been accessible for nearly 103 years.
In the intervening period there have been extensive new finds of dinosaurs
worldwide, and our ideas concerning their evolution and life histories have
altered considerably. Thus the revival of interest in the Cambridge Greensand
venebrates which has occurred in the last two or threc years is most welcome.
It now appears that the Cambridge Greensand vertebrate fauna offers an
imponant insight rnto dinosaur and ptemsaw evolution & the mid-Crewceous,
and it can form an important database for cornpaison with similar deposits
elsewhere in the world. For instance. a deoosit in Oueensland. Ausrralia.
known as the Toolebuc Formation is consid&ed to be Gf a slightly earlier age
than the Cambridge Greensand, but it bears a faunal assemblage, including
reptiles, which closely parallels the Cambridge fauna. Indeed within the
Toolebuc Formation a pterosaur shows close affinities to one of the
Cambridge Greensand genera and ichthyosaur remains are attributed to
Platypterigilrs (Molnar and Thulborn, 1980).
A s a result of the general poor quality of the original collecting data for
Cambridge Greensand material now held in museums, it is highly desirable to
expose a new section. In this way it is hoped that more accurate data
concemine the ~ r e c i s econstitution of the Cambridge Greensand can be
obtained. ?learl;, as a result of the coprolite mining?ndustv, few, if any,
readilv accessible levels still exist. One of ihe current obiectives of the Nature
Consdrvancy Council is to idcntify a site where rniningceased for economic
reasons before the bed was completely worked out. Such a site would form a
valuable reference section.
Many of the major extinct groups of reptiles are represented in the
Cambridge Greensand, and of the modem groups only the snakes are absent.
Thus, whilst the reptile fauna could be considered to be depauperate today,
clearly during the 'Age of Reptiles' Cambridgeshiie was home to a very
diverse array of reptiles.
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From arable farm to new town: changes in flora and
fauna during the development of Bar Hill,
Cambridgeshire, from 1966 to 1988
Norman W. Moore
Introduction
The buildine of a small town on a com~letelvnual site in Cambridceshke
provided excr$ional opponunities for study. ~t that time (1966) v c h little
work (Fitter, 1345; En,1966) had been done on the nature of the flora and
fauna of towns and none at all on the quantitative changes of populations
during the building of a town. At Bar Hill the whole process of turning an
arable farm into a town with shops, factories and a golf course was telescoped
into 20 years. Thus it was possible to seek answers to the following
questions.
1. How did populations of plants and animals change as the new town
developed?
2. Was the madual chance from farmland to town rehected bv. a madual
change in-flora and fa&a or were there discontinuities?
3. Were temporary habitats provided by the process of building- and were
they explsted by flora and fauna?
4. Did human impact change in the course of the development of the town?

-

In 1972 Wyllie (1976) studied the bird populations of the village of Hilton,
10 km from Bar Hill. This area was similar to that of Bar Hill when it was
still fanned, so that useful comparisons between their bud faunas could be
made. During the 1970s an increasing number of papers were published on
the flora and fauna of towns, notably on birds. Therefore by the end of the
study it was also possible to compare the b i d population at Bar Hill with
those of other towns in north and central Europe and North America.
Bar Hill was small enough (142 ha) to be studied by one observer. I was
fortunate in living within 4 km of the town during the fist 23 years of its
development. However, duties elsewhere (including visits overseas) meant
that my studies at Bar ill often fell short of thc flu& modest prog&nme of
work which 1had set myself (see Tdhle 1). Doubtless I missed individudls of
the s~ecieswhich I studied: nevertheless enoueh observations were made
kornkhich to draw general conclusions.
From the st= the plans for Bar Hill included much green space. The site
itself was surrounded by a green belt, some of which was part of a golf
course. The green belt was thus an integral part of the town, and my
observations covered it as well as the built-up areas. As a result, the
conservation value of the green belt and the impact of the urban area upon it
could be assessed.
Each of the following sections starts with a brief description of the methods
use to obtain the results.

-

Changes in habitat
The cropping patterns of the fann and the nature of its woods, hedges and

streams were recorded before building began. Subsequent changes in
land-use, including the destruction or modifcation of wildlife habitats and the
production of newhabitats, were recorded as they occurred. Ground surveys
were checked by. inspecting air photographs
taken in 1969, 1970,1976, 1979
and 1980.
Bar fill lies within 5 km of the edge of the Fens. Stone Age, Bronze Age
and Roman finds nearby suggest that this area war scttled very carly. The
northern
I
an im~onantRoman road (now the A604,
.
..-~
- boundarv
- ~
~
-of B
~ ~ Hin-was
see Figures 1 and 2). The district including Bar Hill was noi enclosed until
the earlv 19th centurv. The onlv survival from the original woodland is a
stretch bf about 400 h of parisK boundary hedge alongiide a small stream
(see Figure 1). It contains old Pedunculare Oaks Qurrcr4s robur, Ashes
Fraxinw excelsior. Field Maoles Acer carnDesrre and various willows Salk
species and is the bnly locali'ty at Bar ~ i lfor
i Dog's Mercury Mercurialis
~erennisand Bluebell Hvacinthoides mn-scripta. The two small woods are
The easterly oneis part of a larger one which
'post-enclosure
extends to the village of Dry Drayton.
In 1966 Bar House Farm, a tvuical late enclosure farm of the
Cambridgeshire claylands, began td'be aansfomed into a small town.
Figure 1 shows the situation just before building began in 1966. The area
consisted of an arable farm of 142 ha. mere were 15 cornfields, which
~

~

Table 1:

Ym

~

~

Distribution of visits made to Bar Hill (1966-1988)

Mach

April

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct

ranged in size from 1 to 22 ha (mean 9 ha). Many hedges had already been
removed, but a total of 10.4 km remained. The distribution of the different
types of hedges is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 2 shows the situation in 1988, when there had been no agriculture
for six years and the building programme had been virtually completed.
Essentially Bar Hill consisted of housing and industrial elements surrounded
by a green belt composed of grassland planted with trees, the grounds of a
hotel, allotments, a golf course and small areas of marshland and scrub. The
amount of hedgerow had changed little since 1976 (Photo 2). Most of what
remained consisted of boundarv hed~eson the western and northem edees of
t
was retained within the golf &&se
the development, but a s i ~ i c kGaunt
and the town itself.
The details of changes in land-use and habitats between 1966 and 1988 are
shown in Table 2. Development occurred steadily throughout this period
(Table 5). Intermediate stages are illusmted in Photos 1, 2 and 7. The golf
course and the pond in it were constructed in 1972173 (Photo 3) and the
perimeter road and the flood conuol area in the southem comer (see Figure 2 )
were completed by 1974, and so these all appear in Photos 2 and 7. The A604
was being turned into a dual carriageway road at the time when the 1976
photomaph (Photo 2 ) was taken. The newlv made allotments in the southwest G e r the aria can also be seen. n;e area of scrub in the nonh&zst
comer of the site (Photo 7) was reclaimed for industrial building in 1988.

of

Table 2:

Changes in land-usehabitats at Bar Hill (1966.1900)

Land-use/hsbitat

1966

1988

Change

Scmb
Grass planted with e e s
Golf course planted with vees
Playing fields
Marsh
Pond
Gardens
Buildings
Roads etc.

140.0 ha
1.1 ha
0
0
0
0
0
0
<0.1 ha
<0.1 ha
0.3 ha

2.0 ha (x)
0.6 ha
1.0 ha
8.0 ha
21.0 ha
1.5 ha
1.5 ha
0.2 ha
30.0 ha (y)
30.0 ha Q
40.0 ha (y)

x3M)+
x350+
x133

Hedges - mixed species
Hedges - hawthorn
Hedges - elm
Hedges - mnant
Uncanalised s w s

1880 m
3140 m
2680 m
27M) m
1220 m

1540 m
1990 m
2'242 m (2)
11M) m
310 m

-18%
-37%
-16%
-59%
-75%

Arable

Woodland

Large hedgemw uees

47

(x) = allohnenLs
(y) = very approximate estimates
(2) =mainly consisting of dead mas and suckas

2A

-99%
-45%

new
new
new
new
new
new

-49%

Birds
Bird counts were based on the methods used by the British Trust for
Ornithology's Common Bird Census (Williamson and Homes, 1964). All
birds other than House Sparrows and Starlings seen or heard during the
breeding season were reiorded on maps each year, and the number of
breeding pairs was assessed from these records. Most of the buds were in
hedgerows or in small narrow saips of woodland, where they were easily
counted and where the dangers of misidentifications were minimal.
However, in no year were the counts up to the best Common Bird Census
standards, and in some years, notably 1969 and 1972 (see Table 1). the
number of visits was clearly inadequate to provide accurate assessments.
This should be borne in mind in interpreting Tables 3-8. For example, the
values recorded for 1969 in Table 3 for Woodpigeon, Dunnock, Robin and
Blackbird are almost certainly underestimates and do not indicate sudden
declines in that year. The data on birds should not be used to idennfy minor
fluctuations, but taken together they are sufficiently accurate to indimre broad
rends. English names of birds used here are those of British Birds (1984).
Table 3 shows the numbers of pairs of 45 species which arc believed to
have bred or attempted to breed in four or more years during the study penod.
I did not have the 6me to make estimates of the &mmon se&-colonid $species
every year; estimates of House Sparrows were made in 1968 and 1988 and
of Starlings in 1966-1980 and 1988. In addition, Kestrel bred or probably
bred in 1979, 1980 and 1983, Coot in 1986, 1987 and 1988, Little Ringed
Plover in 1978, Little Owl in 1967 and 1983, Tawny Owl in 1966, Yellow
Wagtail in 1978, 1980 and 1981, Nightingale in 1986, Garden Warbler in
1970 and 1988, Chiffchaff in 1971 and 1972, Marsh Tit in 1967 and 1973,
and Redpoll in 1972. Nine further species were recorded as visiting Bar Hill
in one or more seasons, but none of these species bred there - Grey Heron,
Hobby, Lapwing, Snipe, Barn Owl, Swift, Tree Pipit, Wheatear and Rook.
The Rook was much the most abundant of these species: it bred in the
neighbouring parish of Lolwonh and was frequently seen at Bar Hill. Many
more Kestrels and Swallows visited Bar Hill than bred there. The number of
breeding species recorded varied from 26 in 1973 and 1974 to 38 in 1967,
1971 and 1980. The number of territories (excluding those of Starlings and
House Sparrows) appeared to vary between 76 in the poorly recorded year
1969 and 201 in 1967. The total figures for species and territories merely
provide a summation of a whole ranpe of different processes operating on
habitats of very different area. Causeand effect only become obblous when
changes in the bird populations of each habitat are examind separately.
The buildine of the rine road in 1973174reduced the woodland nrea from
1.1 to 0.6 hay ~everthGessthe bird fauna of the woods remained very
constant throughout the study period. During the first three years of the study
(1966-1968) the number of species recorded ranged between 14 and 19 and
the number of territories between 24 and 30; during the last three years
(1986-1988) the number of species recorded ranged between 14 and 16 and
the number of territories between 23 and 30. Twelve species were common
to both three-year periods. The bird fauna of the boundam hedges also
remained fairly conitant. Both the woods and the boundary hedge<formed
pan of the green belt and thus adjoined agricultural land. The notable increase

of House Sparrows in the green belt from five pairs in 1968 to 69 in 1988
showed that it was influenced by the urban centre as well as by adjacent
aaicultlval
land.
~~"
A study ofrhe birds in two adjoining hedges (D and F in Figure 2 and
Photo 4) which eventually became encapsulated within the urban area showed
a differenr result. The combined length of the3e hedges in 1966 was 580 m
and they contained six large m s . By 1980 gsps had been made in one of the
hedees. two trees had been felled and another had died. Bv 1983 the hedees
hadie& reduced to 500 m in length and only two e e s r e n h e d . 28% of $e
hedges were adjacent to complete or incomplete buildings or gardens in 1976,
83% in 1982, and 100% in 1983. By 1988 all the hedges were flanked on
both sides by inhabited buildings and gardens. The data on the bird
uo~ulationsof the hedees. which are shown in Table 4. sueeest that some
buildings near hedges r a d n o significant effect on bird spec;; or territories,
but that once the hedges became enclosed within the housing development
there was a decline in bo[h species and territories. This conclusion was
supported by a s ~ d of
y another hedge (E in Pigun 2). This hedge w3s 380 m
long and suffered severe damage as a result of straw-burning in adjacent
fields, but it made a good rccovery oncc agnculture ceased in its vicinity. Its
length was, however, reduced to 200 m. There were five times as many
snezies and territories in the bedee when it was on amicultural land a i d
during the first three years after it cad buildings adjoining parts of it as wheu
it was eutirelv surrounded bv buildings and eardens.
Unlike the boods, the boundary he'hges &d the hedges retained within the
town, most of Bar Hill's habitats were changed fundamentally during the
town's development, ~ n so
d it is not surprising that their bird faunas changed
fundamentally also. Data from the area which was turned from arable fields,
hcdees and ditches (Photo 5 ) into factoncs. houses and eardens and roads
(photo 6) are summ&sed in able 5. They show that th&e was an increase
in the number of bird territories by the end of the period but that this was
caused almost entirelv bv a massive increase in the number of House
Sparrows and Stlrling< 0: the 38 other species which have bred in the k;,
19 have not bred for at least five vears. The remaining soecies have either
become rarer or have remained at very low levels th;oighout the period.
During the steady process of urbanisation there was a steady decline, leading
to total extinction, of all the ground-nesting species. Those species which
nest in uees and bushes also declined, but eight of them still occurred wheu
building bad been completed. The House Martin, which depends on
buildings for nest sites, began to colonise the area in 1968, but, unlike the
House Sparrow and Starling (which also use buildings, but not exclusively),
it remained in small numbers throughout the period of study (see Table 3). It
is clear that for nearly all species new factories and new houses with small
new gardens provide a distinctly poorer habitat than does arable farmland.
Only House Sparrows and Starlings, and to a much lesser extent House
Martins, benefit from the change. But, simply as regards total numbers of
individual buds, these species more than offset the loss of ground-nesting and
tree- and bush-nesting species.
The makiig of the golf course and the playing fields produced large new
areas of grassland. Changes in bird populations in the area which is now pan
~

~

Table 3:

Changes in breeding bird populations at Bar Hill (1966-1988)

Species

Numbers of pairs in the year indicated (+=present but not counted)
'66 '67 '68 '69 '70 '71 '72 '73 '74 7 5 '76 77 '78

Mallard

1

1

1

TuftedDuck

Red-leggedpamidge
Grey Pamidge
Pheasant
Moorhen
Stock Dove
Wccdpigwn
Collared Dove
Turtle Dove
Cuckoo
Skylark
Swallow
Hause Martin
Meadow Pipit
Pied Wagtail
Wren
Dunnock
Robin
Blackbird
Song Thrush
Mistle Thrush
Sedge WarbIa
Lesser Whitethroat
Whitethroat

6
2
4

3
3
6

1

1

3
4
5

2

3
1
1

2

2

1
5

2

1
1

1

1
1

1
2

1
T

5
1

1

1

1

5
3

5
3

1
1

1
1

'79 '80 '81 '82 '83 '34 '85 '86 '87 '88

1

1
3
1
1

3

2

1

2

2

1
1

1
1
1

1

1

1

2

2
1
1

1

1

1

1
1
1

Blackcap
Willow Warbler
Spotted Flycatcher
Long-tailed Tit
Blue Tit
Great Tit
Jay
Jackdaw
Carrion Cmw
Starling
House Sparrow
Tree Spanow
Chaffinch
Greenfmch
Goldfiich
Linnet
Bullfinch
Yellowhammer
Reed Bunting
Corn Bunting
Numbcr of oairs without
~tarlingsind~ouse 191 201 194 76 127 124 109 98
Spmws
Number of pairs including
Starlings and House
Spmws
Totalnumberofspecies 32

79 106 127 161 119 138 135 116 146 127 125 118 143 101 120

222
38

36

28

34

38

31

26

26

33

31

34

33

36

38

34

31

34

31

31

35

29

34

Table 4:

Changes in the bird populatloas of 580 m of hedges retained within housing estates at Bar Hill (500 m from 1983)

Sp~cies

N u m b ofpairs in the ycar indicated (no ncordsmade h1969)

Robin
Blackbird
Song Thmsh
Mirtle T h s h
Lesser WhilcUvoat

W

P

Whilehat
Blue Tir
GmtT
i
t
Jay
Jackdaw
Carrion Cmw

3

1
1

3
1

5
1

3

2

1

2

1

2
1

1
3
1

1
2
1

1
3

1

2
1

6
1

2
1

1

3
1

1

1

1

2

4
2

3

4

2
3
1

3
2

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1
1

1

1

Starling

Tree S p m w

1

Chaffinch
W m e h
GolNch

1

Lmet

1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

2

1
2

1
2

1
2

1

1

1

1
1
3
1

1

2

3

1

1

4

1

2

1

2
1

2

3

Bullfinch

1
3

1

2
1

1

12

9

6

7

8

6 9 1 0 8 1 2 7 1 1 8 1 0 8

Numba af pairs

12

19

16

8

8

9

11

11

14

12

17

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

28

28 28

0

18 12 15
28 28

1

2

1

10

Pementageof total hedge
lengthadjoininghousing 0

2

1

Number of species

9

1

1

13

4

3

2

4

5

3

4

4

4

8

8

6

28 83 100 1W 100 100 100 1W

Table 5:

Changes in breeding bird populations in the area of Bar Hili which was converted from arable land wlth hedges to
housing and industrial land

Percentage of urban
land

'66 '67 '68

'69 '70

0

11

35

0

0

'71 '72

'73 '74

7 5 '76

7 7 '78 '79 '80

'81 '82

70

71

16

7

6

59

35

68

'83 '84 '85 '86

'87 '88

86 100 100 100

Number of species on
agdmieual land
Number of spsies on
urban land

2

1

2

4

3

3

3

2

6

25

2

6

4

7

Number of pairs of
pulld-nest;% b i d (a) 29

29

36

13 21

12

Number of pain of bush/
kee-nestingbirds (b) 40

53

60

14 23

16 30

28

15

Number of pairs of birds
nestinpinbuildiws(c) (1)

(0)

12 (0) (4)

(5) (1)

(4)

Q 0) (6) ( 9 (8)

(m(44)

(28) (34) (36)

Total number of pairs
on wban land

(0) (4)

(5) (3)

0

8

Figma in bmkef9 m f ~ m
r mtalr without Starlings and H-E
(a) Red-lqqged Pamidge. Grey Pamidge.
(b) Sm&

1

33

16

1

8

1

0

8

1

1

13

21

6

Total number of pairs on
agricu~~ral
land
(69) (82) 100
(0)

6

(9

(W (36)
(2)

(1)

U)

23

18

24 31

(6) (6) (1) (3)

9

6

11

17

(5)

(8)

(2) (5)

(0) 153

(30) (39 (20) (36) (17)

0 (20)

(8) (5) (10) (11) P))

(4) (17) (12) (11) (12) (23) (13) 174

(4) (4)

(2)

(0) (0)

Sparmars.

Phcarat, Mmrhm. Skylark, Muudow PbiL Sedge Warbler,Willow W d l ~YrUowhamm,
.
Red Bunting. Cmn Bunting

p O n Woodpigwn. C o U d Dove, TurUc Dove, Wrco. Donnock. Robin. Bhckhhd. Song Thrush Mido Thnuh. Lcsm WhiWhmaf WhiletbW

(somemcs

ncsls on

0

gmwd), Long-tailed TiL Blue Tif Gresl Tit. lay. Canion Crow, T m Spmow, Chaffich. Olcmfmch. Goldfish. Linnet. Bullhch

(c) Swsllow, Hows Martin, Pied Wagtail (also nests in b&
How Spanow (also nesls in hedges)

m).Jackdaw (also ns* in bola in ~ 3 ) Starling
.
( a h nests in holes in uas).

of the Bar Hill Golf Course are shown in Table 6. They reflect changes both
in the fields and in their surrounding hedges: arable land has turned into
grassland, with plantations of young trees in the 'roughs', and the h+ges
subsequently lost their large elms through Dutch elm disease and had pleces
taken out of them to make room for 'fairways' etc. (Photo 3). They also
grew taller and thinner. The data suggest that the loss of all but three large
uees (two Pedunculate Oaks and one Ash) led to the disappearance of
hole-nesting birds and of Kestrel, Carrion Crow and Mistle Thrush, which
require tall trees to nest in. The hedge-nesting species maintained their
numbers or declined and the ground-nesting species declined or disappeared.
The result of turning arable land without hedges into playing fields
surrounded by houses is shown in Table 7: the area lost all its species, which
were all ground-nesting species. The effects of turning a bush-lined stream in
agricultural land (see Photo 1) into a ditch with a grassland verge bordered by
Table 6:

Changes in breeding bird papulaHons: from arable land to golf course
Amble with hedges

Species

1966-1972

Vy
Y-

Keshel
Woodpigeon
Turtie Dove

Robin
Bladrbird
Song T h ~ h
Mistle Thrush

e 4

Golf murse with
hedges and elms
1973-1981
(9 Y-)

Golf unumc with
hedges and no elm
1982-1988
(7years)

when species were observed (largestnumberof pairs in one yelo)

6(4)

21)
30)

30)

Blackcap
Blue Tit (a)
Csrrian Cmw
SLarling (a)
Troc S p m w (a)

ChaCIiich
Greaifmh
Linnet

(a) = nesting in holes in eecs

36

,.

houses and gardens (see Photo 2) are shown in Table 8. The watercourse lost
its Moorhens and eventuallv all the s~eciesde~endenton roueh massland and
hushes.
The changes in land-use so far described resulted in the loss or declines of
most birds except House Sparrows and Starlings. By contrast, three new
types of habitat produced gains. Two of these were permanent. The pond
(0.2 ha) dug in the golf c o m e (Figure 2 and Photo 3) provided a habitat not

- -

Table 7: Changes in breedlng blrd populstlans: born arable land to playing fields
Arable

Arable + fallow

1966-1968
(2 Y-)

1969-1972
(4 ye=)

Fallow +
playing fields
1973-1980
(8 years)

Playing fields
1981-1988
(8 years)

Largertnumbo of paLs in one ye= of the pried indicated

Skykk
Meadow Pipit
Yellowhm
Corn Bunting
Table 8:

1
1

Changes in breeding blrd populations: from bush-lined stream In
agricultural land t o eanallsed dlteh bordered by houses and gardens

Species

Bush-lined stream in
agricultural land
1966-1973
(8 yean)

Canalised ditch in arable
land with few bushes
1974.1979
(6 Y-1

C a n a l i ditch edged by
houses, with few hushes
1980-1988
(8 years)

Largest nomber of pairs in one year of the period indicated

Moorhen

1

Waadpigmn
Tunle Dwe
Swallow (a)
Meadow Pipit
wren

4

Dunnock

1

Blackbird
Song Thrush
Willow Warbler

3
2

creen6mch

2
2
1

Linnet
Yellowhammer
Reed Bunting
Corn Bunting

1
1
1

1

1

Note:The watercourse is the easterly anc shown on the maps and photographs.
(a) =

nesting under abridge overthe stream

onlv for Mallard, Tufted Duck and Coot but also for Moorhens ousted when
striams became canalised. The two new marshes (Figure 2) have enabled
Rccd Bunting toremain at Bar fill. Temporary flood-wateron indusnial land
in the nonh of the site movided habitats for a time for Yellow Waetail and
Little Ringed Plover. &nd awaiting development turned lnto rough &assland
and was colonised by Meadow Plpits. Subsequently this species surv~vedon
the eolf course and-on the allorments for some vears. but it seems now to
havcdisappeared. Other land was left unused so iong tiat it developed scrub
and providcd a new habitat for several spccics. Field B (Figure 2) developed
scrub consisting mainly of Hawthorn Crarae8u.v monogyna and wild
rotes Rosa species. It was colonised by Reed Bunting within 13 ycars, by
Whitethroat within 16 yeas and by Willow Warbler wit!!n 20 years. The site
was built on in 1988. Field C Figure 2) became fallow in 1973: it developed
into scrub of Hawthorn and Bramble Rubus species and was colonised by
Reed Bunting, Whitethroat and linnet within seven years and by Pheasant,
t
It was then bu~lton
Dunnock, Song Thrush and Blackbird within e i ~ hyears.
(Photo -2) and lost all its scrub but eained three oairc of House Manins.
' To coiclude, Bar Hill has lost i k ground-nesting birds, has retained those
soecies which breed in bushes and trees and has nained a few soecies
dependent on water and buildings. The summary ar theend of Table 3 ihows
that the changes from an arable farm to a small town with a green belt have
had little effect on the total number of soecies in the area and have led to onlv
a moderate increase (53%) in the tot; number of pairs of breeding bird;
However, the changes in habitat have had a major effect on the pattern of the
bird life. In 1968 there were no fewer than six dominant species, that is
species whose population consisted of 5% or more of the total population.
The dominants included the House S~arrowand Starline. but the Blackbird
was the commonest species, and there'were as many gro$d-nesting Skylarks
as there were House Sparrows. In 1988 the ground-nesters had almost
disappeared and there were only three dominant; - House Sparrow, Starling
and Blackbird; more than half the birds at Bar Hill were House Sparrows.

Mammals
All wild mammals seen during visits were recorded, making a total of 12
species. Only records of the diurnal species Rabbit Oryctolagus cuniculus,
Brown Hare Lepus capensis and Grey Squirrel Sciurus carolinenris provided
anv indication of povulation changes. The Brown Hare was a characteristic
spEcies when the iarid was fanned; occurring in at least four areas. Like the
ground-nesting birds it disappeared: the last (a dead one) was seen in 1976.
Rabbit numbers fluctuated throuehout the neriod: the number of localities
declined from seven in 1966 to thrie in 1988: and ii is now almost confined to
the green belt along the A604. The Grey Squirrel appears to have been rare or
absent throughout the period. I saw one in 1975 and a pair in 1988 in the
Plantation, and a resident reported seeing one on several occasions during the
later stages of the town's development.

Butterflies
All butterfly species observed on each visit were recorded. I made counts
of butteflies on uansects in certain areas as time allowed, using the methods

of Pollard (1977). When a species is rare, it is very easy to miss it altogether.
Only repeated nil records can bc taken to demonsmate that a species really is
abscnt. O b s e ~ a U o nare
~ summarised in Tables 9 and 10, bur lrnmigrant
species and the ubiquitous Small White Pieris rapae (seen every year) an:
excluded from the iormer. Of immigrant species, Clouded Yellow Colias
croceus was seen in 19x3. Red Admir.11 Vanessa atulanra in 1966. 1975 and
1984, and Painted Lady dynthia cardui in 1966,1970,1971 and 1982. The
composition of the original butterfly fauna of Bar Hill was typical of this part
of England. For example, the species list is identical to that of the parish of
Swavesey nearby except for the absence of the Comma Polygonia c-album
and the White-letter Hairstreak Shymonidia w-album (Moore, unpublished).
Arable land supports no butterflies other than those Pieridae ('Whites') whose
larvae feed on brassicas. Therefore it is not sururisinp. that initially the
butterflies at Bar llill were rather scarce: they were dFpendent upon the
vegetation of field boundaYtes and the edges of the little woods. The amount
of food available to b o ~ hlarval and adult insects was very limited

Photographs (centre pages)
Photo 1: Bar Hill: aerial photograph taken 22.9.70
[Cambridge University collection: copyright reserved]
The area built on is still small hut a large area has been taken out of
agricultural production. The hushes along both Streams can be seen.
Bar Hill: aerial photograph taken 5.8.76
[Cambridge University collection: copyright reserved]
Note that the A604 is being turned into a dual carriageway and that the
ring road, part of the industrial area, the golf conrse, the flood control
area and allotments have been constructed (see Figure 2). Some land is
still farmed. The eastern stream has been turned into a canalised ditch.
Photo 2:

[Photo: Peter Wakely]
Photo 3: The pond on the golf course in 1976
This pond supports Mallard, Tufted Duck, Coot and Moorhen and most of
the dragonflies which breed a t Bar Hill. Note that parts of the hedge have
been retained within the golf course. The large elms are suffering from
Dutch elm disease and were later felled.
Photo 4:

Hedge D of Figure 2, retained within housing development
[Photo: Peter Wakelyl
This photograph, taken in 1976, shows building on an area which had
become overgrown with scrub (Field C of Figure 2).

Photo 5: Western boundary of Bar Hill in 1976
[Photo: Peter Wakely]
Shortly after this photograph was taken the farmland and the fallow on
the left were built on. The hedge and a strip of land beside it were
retained as part of the green belt. Note that some of the elms have
already succumbed to Dutch elm disease.

[Photo: Peter Wakelyl
Photo 6: New housing a t Bar Hill in 1976
This area, which adjoins that shown in Photo 5, originally supported
populations of ground-nesting birds (including partridges!).
Now it is
largely inhabited by House Sparrows. The gardens a r e typically small.
Photo 7:

Bar Hill: aerial photograph taken 30.7.80
[Cambridge University collection: copyright reserved]
Note that the industrial area has been extended and very little land is now
farmed. The pond on the golf course shows clearly.
Photo 8: Bar Hill: habitat under pressure (1976) [Photo: Peter Wakelyl
Part of one of the woods has been retained in the green belt. The area
was used as a playground by children: note the steps made up the oak.

Figure 1: Bar Hill: the arable farm in 1966
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Figure 2: Bar Hill: the new town in 1988
Built-up m a s (indus@ial and residential) are indicated, conhasting with the green belt (left
blank) of grassland mostly planted with t e e s andlor bushes.

The butterflies at Bar Hill responded quickly to changes in habitat.
Sheltered building plots, notably those by the edge of the Plantation and by
hedge F in Figure 2 were quickly colonised by Satyridae ('Browns') and
Hesperidae ('Skippers') when these areas changed from arable to rough
grassland. However, as soon as the plots were built on, most of the
butterflies disappeared The mity of butterflies in the gardens at Bar Hill has
been a notable feature throu~houtthe studv period.
A very different state of afi'ais arose in x e green belt. Table 10 shows how
three areas of arable land with very few butterflies gained both numbers and
species after conversion to grasslaid. The gains we& greaterin the two sites
where long grass was allowed to develop. In all three areas there was a
noticeable increase in food plants both for caterpillars and for butterflies.
During the whole period there was a striking increase in butterflies at Bar
Hill. Table 9 shows how the species composition of the fauna changed.
There were 14 breeding species at the beginning of the study and 16 at the
end. Of the 14 breeding species recorded during the first two years, 13 were
still present in the last two years. The S~eckledWood was not recorded after
1967 and seems to have disappeared, alihough the causes are not obvious and
there does not seem to be any reason why this species should nor return. llke
the Ringlet
The Essex Sldpper, Common Blue, Holly Blue and Small Heath all became
well established during the development of the new town. The Small Copper
was seen in 1976, 1979 and 1988 only: its food plants appear to be rare or
absent. The amval of the Essex Skipper, Common Blue and Small Heath and
the increase in the populations of the Small Skipper, Large Skipper, Hedge
Brown (or Gatekeeper) and Meadow Brown can be explained by the
considerable increase in rough grassland and hence of the grasses on which
the larvae of these species feed. The arrival and population growth of the
Common Blue was made possible by the planting of leguminous plants in the
swards of the three areas which the butterfly later colonised. Thus the green
belt has good populations of butterflies because it provides food both for
caterpillars and for the adult insects. The gardens of the urban area provide
food only for the adults, but so far have been little used by them. There was
no equivalent of the House Sparrow among the butterflies.

Essex, Small and Large Skippers (left to right)
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Table 9: The butterfly fauna of Bar Hill (1966.1988)

present (no records made io 1969 and 1972)

Spis

'66 '67 '68 '69 '70 7 1 7 2 7 3 7 4 75 '76 T I 7 8 7 9 '80 '81 '82 '83 '84 '85 '86 '87 '88

S m d Skipper
Thyrnlicw sylvcslri'
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Thymelicus lincolo
Large Skipper
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P
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P
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BrimJme
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Large White
Pieieir bryssicne
Green-veinedwhite
Pieris q
i
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Anrhochiscm&mims
Small Copper
Ly~.phl~m
Common Biue
Polyommnrus iemw
Holly Blue
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P

P

P

P

P

P

P
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P
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P

P
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Amble

Bmluof aood

Amble

G m r uld

Amble

6mb.nhne"t~

(1966.1914)

acmb
(1919-1987)

(1966-1914)

(1979-1987)

mntral a m

(1966-1974) (1979-1987)

Largutnvmbcrrem antnnreeu m d e in u c h period

Special
SmalVEsru Skippn

L
a
w Sipper

1

Brimstone
Large White
Small White
Gm-veinsdm
0mp.tip
Small Coppr
c m m B1"e
Hotly Blue
Pabud Ldy

Small T o n a i a e ~
Pumdr
wall B m m
Hedp B r n
Meadow B m
Small Huth

1
0
la*
2
2
0
0
0
0
1

.
A m I: See

A r u 2;

S m Figure 2. ON, long.
1 Glalllmg.

see R in Kg",.

A m 3: Area bewcu, 0 wd flymer h d g c in Fiplvs 2. G a s . rho*

Dragonflies
All dragonflies observed were recorded. Increased use of the golf course
made it difficult to record dragonflies by the pond: observations were
abandoned in 1983. As with butterflies, the data on dragonflies enable
conclusions to be drawn about extinctions, new anivals and major changes in
abundance, but not about minor fluctuations.
My observations are summarised in Table 11. All British dragonflies have
aquatic larvae. When Bar Hill was an arable farm, there were no waters
suitable for draeonflies: there were no ~ o n d and
s the streams there flowed too
fast. Thereforgin the early years (1966-1972) all the dragonflies seen (three
s~ecies)were casual visitors from areas outside Bar Hill. 19 svecies have
t;een recorded within 10 km: most breed, although two are confined to
flowing water of a type not found at Bar Hill (Moore, unpublished).
After the pond (see Figure 2 and Photo 3) was dug in the golf course in
1973 it attracted 10 species (fow damselflies and six dragonflies in the smct
sense). In 1974, alterations to the eastem stream ~roducedtwo small areas of
relati;ely still water, and these hecame colonised by the Blue-tailed Damselfly
1.vchnuru elepans and the Azure Damselfly Coena~rionp~tellain some years
and bv the Common Darter Svmetrum s&iolaturn~everivear. The Mikant
Hawkkr Aerhna rnixta contikei to hunt in the lee of hidies and couldiave
also bred in the pond. At the end of the studv ueriod there were signs that
wild and domeitic ducks on the pond (and>ossibly other sources of
pollution) were making it less suitable for dragonflies.
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Table 11: The drngonng huoa of Bnr Hill (l966-1983)

s@

'66 '67 '68 '69 70 71 '72 7 3

P = present
7 4 '75 76 77 '78 '79 '80 '81 '82 '83

No p n d m p o l o

Pond md pools
P P

AnmDamrelfiy
coe~grionpue1tn
Common BlueDamsclIly
E d I q r n ',.cyLhig""m
Blue-miled Damaday
I~lvuulvuuelegmu
EmddDamreMy

P P

P

P P P

P P P P P

P P P

P

P

Imstesrponro

Southem H a w h

P

P

P

P P

P

P

A e s h cvma

P
P

P

P P P P

P
P

P
P

Common Dan=
sympet"mstriolofum
Ruddy D a

P

P P P P P P P P P P
P

The changes which enabled Bar Hill to become colonised by dragonflies
involved only a quarter of a hectare, but they have resulted in Bar Hill
supporting members of over a quarter of the British species of Odonata.
The overall effects on the three groups of animals that were studied
quantitatively are sumrnarised in Table 12.
Flora
Changes in habitat have been described above and in Table 2. Buildings
and roads are largely lifeless, gardens consist of a great variety of cultivated
species, and sown grasslands are very poor i n plant species. Ilelay between
cutring ihc last crop of corn and building houses allowed natural successions
of varying time lengths to occur. Plant communities of arable weeds gave
way to mixed rough grasslands, which turned into Hawthorn and Rose scrub
with seedlings of Oak, Ash, Sycamore Acerpseudoplatanw, etc. These sera1
stages were rich in species. The decline in the area under woodland and
hedgerows (see Table 2) and the loss of many hedgerow trees through Dutch
elm disease had profound effects on individual species: for example a
population of Common Reed Phragmires awtralis which grew on the filled-in
site of an old pond was exterminated by building. On the other hand, Bulrush
or Great Reedmace Typha latifolia spread from a small site in the western
stream to several new marshy sites. Species not previously observed
appeared in several areas, for example Common Centaury Centaurium
erythraea in the grassland of the northern green belt. These changes in the
flora were not studied systematically.

Table 12: Summary of the changes in animal groups at Bsr Hlll (1966-1988)

Group

Total number
of species

Species
lost (x)

Species
gained O

Total number
of animals

Urban area
Buds

18

2

+

Buttdies

8

0

i

0

0

0

Dragonflies

0

Green belt area
Buds

f

7

3

i

Butteflies

f

1

4

Dragonfiies

+

0

11 ( 2 )

+
+

Key:

+

-

increese during 23 yeM mme than double

decreaseduring 23 y e w mme than double
i increase or decrewe less than 2Wb

Yearly records were made of the number of flowering heads of two
conspicuous species, Cowslip Primula veris and Bluebell Hyacinthoides
mn-scripta. These attractive plants were studied in order to discover whether
they were increasingly picked or uprooted as the human population of Bar
Hill grew. To provide a rough control, observations were also made on two
less conspicuous species, Dog's Mercury Mercurialis perennis and Spurgelaurel Daphne laureola. These were present in numbers similar to Cowslip
and Bluebell and like them were localised.
At the beginning of the study there were seven distinct populations of
Cowslips. Of these, the two largest survived throughout the study period,
three were destroyed by building, one by agricultural ditching and one by
canalisine the east stteam. Durine the studv ~ e r i o dseven other colonies
became established for varying len& of tit& :n the green belt and on land
destined to be built on. Of these. two were lost through building and one
dirough alterations to the western stream, two survived,-and the cause of the
disa~aearanceof the remaining two was not discovered. The two populations
which existed for the whole 22 years were large: they containedupto about
200 and about 500 flowering heads. The population destroyed by
ditching contained up to about 50 flowering heads and one of the populations

Bluebells, Dog's Mercury and Spurge-laurel

Graham Easy

deswoyed by building up to 40 flowering beads. All the other populations,
including all those which appeared after 1969, were small, with one to 13
flowering heads. The total Cowslip population at the end of the period
consisted of four separate populations - two large original ones and two small
new ones; all were in the green belt
During the first 11 years of the study the average annuaI numbers of
flowering heads of Cowslips in the surviving colonies were 21 and 48. In the
next 11 years the averages were 48 and 202 respectively. There were no
indications that Cowslips were picked or, if they were, that any damage had
been done to these populations.
The single Bluebell population remained substantially the same throughout
the study, though the number of flowers, as opposed to plants, apparently
increased: the average number of flowers recorded in the first 11 years was 25
and in the second 99. Again there was certainly no evidence of a deleterious
human effect. Similarly, the population of Dog's Mercury covered
approximately the same area throughout the period. Spurge-laurel occurred in
the Plantation (Figure 2) and the neighbouring hedge throughout the period.
Part of the population in the Plantation was destroyed when a portion of the
wood was felled to make way for the perimeter road in 1973. The population
in the remaining part of the wood changed little until 1988, when greatly
increased trampling there reduced it. The population in the hedge was
unaffected.
Direct effects of people and their pets on the flora and fauna
The human population of Bar Hill grew steadily throughout the period of
study. It was I0 in 1966, 1,760 in 1976 and 3,960 in 1986 (Anon, 1968,

1969.. 1985).
~. Human activities likelv to affect wildlife were recorded. No
estimates were made of the numbers of cats and dogs, but, whereas it was
unusual to see either during the early years, now individuals of both species
are seen on practically every visit. At any one time most people at Bar Hill,
whether residents or visitors, are in the built-up areas. Pressure hy people,
cats and does must be one cause of the Dovenv of bird life in the small
gardens, but?t has not been studied.
Some obse~ationshave been made on the effects of people in the green
belt. Since the mid 1970s people have used the green belt quite extensively,
so that at any one time in daylight there is nearly always at least one person in
it. However. numbers outside the golf course rarelv exceed 10 at anv one
moment. ~ 6 soft the people obseGed were adults going for a walk dn the
footpaths and bridleways, accompanied by small children or dogs (or both).
Since 1974 children have used natural habitats to play in. Tree houses and
dens have been constructed in both woods, in the ancient hedge on the west
of the site and in hedge D (see T in Figure 2). In at least three cases wooden
steps were made up the nunks of large trees (see Photo 7). On several
occasions children have been seen playing in the two streams. Since 1977
they have used the steep banks of the flood conml a r m in the south of the site
for tobogganing on large pieces of cardboard (see S in Figure 2). Older
children have used this area and field B and the nearbv embankment for
motorcycle scrambling. mere is rome hone-riding on thd bndleways. Fires
have been lit in the Plantation and an ancient willow was burnt out in the
western boundary hedge. Other aees have been damaged. The loss of some
Spurge-laurel was probably due to the pressure of children's feet and their
bicycles.
During consrmction, builders' mbbish was dumped in many areas. In
recent years 'fly' tipping has occwred on a small scale in the Plantation and
the west boundary hedge. Rubbish also accumulated in the children's dens.
In 1987 the northern part of the Plantation was fenced off while building was
in progress in the area. This prevented serious damage to the wood. Very
little shooting has been observed.
Nearly all the dogs seen have been well controlled by their owners.
Domestic cats have been seen increasingly in many areas in urban areas and in
the green belt. Children and those who dump rubbish are athacted m those
areas which are also most favoured bv wildlife (see S. T and U in Figure 2).
Some local damage and disturbance have been'causd. On the oth& hand,
there is no evidence to show that people have had a destructive effect on the
no~ulationsof Cowslio and Bluebell which survived the buildine of the town.
' h e loss of most g;ound-nesting bids in the green belt may have been
caused bv reda at ion bv cats and dogs as well as bv the change from arable to
grasslani.' Human b&ngs and the; pets appear io have h& linle effect on
species composition and breeding- -populations
of bush- and trce-nestine,
species in the green belt. However, young bids appeared to be rather scarce:
this may indicate that human beings and domestic animals are reducing
breeding success and that the effects on breedina oairs are masked b;
continuous immigration of birds into the green bel'i from the surrounding
counnyside. Studies on breeding
- success uould be necessary to elucidate
this po'nt.
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Discussion and conclusions
~&rison with other sires
The bud population at Bar Hill before the m a was built on resembled that
of nearby Hilton in 1973 (Wyllie, 1976). This was to be expected, as the two
~arisheshave similar soils and aspect and are near to each other. Both were
mainly arable, and the absence of woods at Hilton was compensated for by its
large gardens and old trees. Of the 50 species recorded by WylIie at Hilton,
only two (Treecreeper and Lesser Spotted Woodpecker) were not recorded at
Bar Hill. Of the eight species recorded at Bar Hill and not at Hilton, three
were aquatic (since Hilton has no large ponds) and five were only occasional
breeders at Bar Hill. The population densities were similar 1.2 pairs per
hectare at Hilton in 1973 and 1.3 pairs per hectare at Bar Hill in 1968. These
figures exclude House Sparrows and Starlings. In 1988 I visited Hilton and
made estimates of House Sparrow and Starling populations. If it is assumed
that the populations of these species were similar in 1968, the total bird
population densities were 1.4 for Hilton and 1.6 for Bar Hill. These values
are below the average for England south of the Humber. In this area most
farms have a total population density of at least 2.25 pairs per hectare
(O'Connor and Sbrubb, 1986).
The dominant species - that is species whose numbers make up 5% or more
of the population - were similar in both parishes. There were eight at Hilton
and six at Bar Hill. Woodpigeon, Skylark, Blackbird, Dunnock and House
Sparrow were dominants in botb; Linnet was also a dominant at Bar Hill, and
Song Thrush, Robin and Wren at Hilton.

-
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By 1988 the overall population density at Bar Hill had increased from 1.6 to
2.3. In the central urbanised area. with few hedges, it increased from 1.0 to
1.7 and in the green belt, with its small woods &d ihick hedges, from 3.3 to
4.3. The total po~ulationdensity resembled that of Central London, Helsinki,
Cwula
(a srnalit6m in Hunearvj
1970) and Tomio (a small town
-,-,,(Tomialoic.
.
in Finland) (Huhtalo and Jarvinen, 1977) 6.0-3.3)'and was less &an that of a
Bristol residential district (Bland, 1979) (7.7). It was much less than in
Legnica (Poland), Gottingen (West Germany) (Tomialojc, 1970). Wroclaw
(Poland) and the suburbs of Helsinki (Huhtalo and Jawinen, 1977) (13-30).
. Althoueh
the number of bud soecies at Bar W chanced little between 1966
~~~~~and 1988q the number of dominint species declined &m six in 1966 to three
in 1988. In this ir resembled the suburbs of London, Helsinki and Kiel,
which also had three dominmts. (Central London and Gyula t~adonly two,
Donmund and Gottingen four, Legnica five, the village pan of Hilton six,
Bristol seven and Tomio eight.) Thc dominant specics at Bar f i l l were the
same as those in the subwhs of London - House Sparrow, Starling and
Blackbird. Bar Hill is similar to most European towns srudied in having the
House Sparrow as its most abundant species. It resembles Londonand
Legnica in having the Starling as a dominant and the London suburbs, Kiel
and Gottineen in havine the Blackbud as a dominant. The absence of the
swift and Feral pigeonvat Bar Hill as breeding birds is an unusual feature.
Swifts were often seen visiting the area. These absences may be due to the
lack of potential breeding sites in modem buildings.
Batten (1972) made a historical study of bud species recorded in the vicinity
of the Brent Reservoir in Sonh London from 1830 to 1970. He showed thar
when the area was entirely rural it supported 67 to 72 breeding species, but by
the time it was 65% urbanised the number of species had dropped to 43. He
oredicted that total urbanisation would reduce the number to 20. Bv contrast.
bar Hill, with its green belt, has retained approximately the same ;umber of
s ~ e c i e sthroughout its development. althounh onlv 14 species have been
~ iasr t h i e years.
recorded in th;completely urbanised area d ~ r i ;the
Quantitative studies of hird populations before and after urbanisation have
be& made under very differ~nicircumstancesin the U.S.A. For example,
Aldrich and Coffin (1980) described what happened to a b
i
d population in
Vireinia when 38.5 hectares were turned from native forest in 1942 to
sub;rban housing by 1979. Summer residents declined, but urban species
increased, with the net result that the number of breeding spccies increased
from 23 to 29 and the number of breeding pairs from 187 ro 263. When
desert in Arizona was built on, 95% of the original species were lost, but
snecies adaoted to life in towns and inicated land colonised the area. When
t i e area wis desert it held 21 specie; but only 14 when it was a town
(Emlen, 1974). An area in the outskirts of Cambridge, Massachusetts, had
- '~~
26 s~eeies
~- in 1860. when it was farmed. but onlv 14 in 1964. As in Vireinia.
summer residentsdeclined but permanent urban're~identcincreased ( ~ a k o n ;
19741. At Bar Hill the decline in summer residents must have occurred manv
cenhkes ago when the land was convened from forest to agriculture.
Cities support a great variety of invertebrate animals. The complicated
nature of &an c o k u n i t i e s has been reviewed (see, for example, Davis,
1978; Frankie and Ehler, 1978; Bornkamm, Lee and Seaward, 1982). The
~

~

-

~

~
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decline of Lepidoptera in London from about 1860 has been described by
Adkin (1934) and reviewed more recently by Heath (1974). Owen and Owen
(1975) drew attention to the importance of suburban gardens for insects, but
showed that. in so far as butterflies were concerned, onlv three of the 15
species observed in their Leicestcrshire gardcn actually brediherc; most of the
l
in the vicinity.
other 12 species must have depended on a ~ c u l t u r a land
However. -mature eardens in towns can suDnort more butterflies than the
Owens' &den or tie new gardens of Bar ~iii.~ ~ r n ~ hbutterflies
~ l i d which
feed on nettles and Holly Blues cxn be abundant.
The Grmd Union (:anal in Milton Kcynes supponed seven species of
dragonfly when about two-fifths of its length was urbanised (Kelcey, 1982).
Ilowever, my observations elsewhere show that water bodies in small urban
gardens usually have few or no dragonflies. House Sparrows are adept at
takine emergent adults. and the scarcitv of draeonflics i n towns is nrobablv
largeb due rb ~hcirlarge population^ ofihese bi;ds.
he rarity of buttertlies and dragonflies in the centre of Bar Hill is typical of
most towns, while the abundance of butterflies in the green belt is typical of
land which is not farmed and which suppons rough grassland. The pond at
Bar Hill golf coursc, like ponds made clscwhere in open counrry, quickly
amacrcd a rich dragonfly fauna shortly after being consnucted (.Moore, 19x7).
Many insects and other lnvenrbrates find suitable habitats in towns: towns
may actually be richer in species of some groups than the surrounding
countryside. A.A. Allen recorded 735 species of beetles (about one fifth of
the British fauna) in his London garden (Davis, 1978). and Owen and Owen
(1975) recorded 74 species of hoverflies (Syrphidae) (one thud of the British
fauna) and 455 species of Ichneumonidae (one quarter of the British fauna)
from their Leicester garden in 1972-1973. It must be emphasised that neither
butterflies nor dragonflies can be used as indicators of insects in general.
Poinzers lo a richer environment in new zowns
Iris taken as axiomatic that an inmasing number of people will want to scc
wildlife within a shon distance of their homes. In her seminal book A'ew
lives, new landscapes, Nan Fairbrother (1970) emphasised the need to plan
the 'green-urban' landscape. It is fair to ask whether anything can be learnt
from the study of Bar Hill which would enable new urban areas to be
improved for wildlife. The following poinrs emerge.
1. The original plan to include a green belt at Bar Hill as an integral part of
the development has been fully vindicated. Without its green belt Bar Hill
would have had a very impoverished flora and fauna, but with the green belt it
has a flora and fauna which are richer in species than those of the original
farmland.
2. Small eardens, des~itethe fact that thev cover a laree total area and
contain hun&eds of trees and bushes, are mich less goodior wildlife than
largc, old gardens. Doubtless the Rar Ilill gardens will improve as nesting
sires for the commoner birds, bur the intense pressure of human beings and
rhcir pets in small gardcns will always prevent them from becom~nggood
hshitats for birds. Therefore. in a town like Bar Hill where all the eardens are
small, a green belt or an equivalent open space is essential if the co-mumty is
to have wildlife on its doorstep.
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3. Hundreds of newly planted trees in small gardens and public open
spaces support very few birds. Therefore it is important to retain woods and
hedges from the original landscape as far as possible. These old habitats
enable birds to live in the town during the long period necessary for planted
trees to become mature and suitable for birds.
4. Valuable habitats for plants and insects can he created very cheaply by
allowing fallow land to develop naturally into grassland and scrub. This
Dmcess can be assisted or com~lementedbv sowing suitable wildflower seed
h i t u r e s . However, these a& very exp&sive, &d experience elsewhere
shows that. unless measures are taken to reduce the fertility of the soil, many
species will be unable to maintain themselves.
5. The consfruction of ponds can greatly increase species-richness even
though the area involved is very small. Ponds should have marshy edges like
the one at Bar Hill and should be as far as possible from large populations of
House Sparrows.
Retaining or creating habitats is one thing; their maintenance under heavy
human pressure is another. By the end of the study period there were distinct
signs that the vegetation in the green belt was being affected. No
measurements were made of the breeding success of birds there or in the
town, but it must have been affected by human beings, cats and dogs. This
raised a difficult problem: the areas most visited and enjoyed by children - the
woods, the thick hedges and the slopes of the flood control basin - were
precisely those which suppon most wildlife. As the population increases, the
conflict between the needs of people and wildlife will increase in the green
belt. Zoning appears to be the only solution; in other words, some of the wild
places must be kept for children to play in and in others the conservation of
wildlife should be the primary land-use and therefore people should be
excluded from them. Human pressure may decline as the trees in the
gassland grow up, especially if &rub is allowed to develop beneath the trees,
because children, like most birds, require cover.
Woods have to be fairly large before they can suppon more than a few
species of birds (Moore and Hooper, 1075). However, wild plants and
insects can survive in much smaller areas, whether these be grasslands or
ponds. Grasslands, such as exist on the northern boundary of rKe site and on
the slopes of the flood control area, could be established m many other places
at Bar Hill. Most of the grasslmds thcre are monocu!tures with very little
value for wildlife. Such are necessary for playing lieldr and the fairways of
eolf courses. but there are numerous nreas of grassland surrounding the
playing fields and interspersed among the housing estates, together with the
roughs of the golf course, which could be made much more varied and so
much better for wildlife. The commonly held belief that all grasslands should
be made to look as much like a bowling green as possible stand7 in the way of
bringing wild plants and insects into the daily lifc of town-dwellers. Once
esrablished, semi-natural grasslands need be no more expensive to manage
than the dull monocultures which they replace.
A recent study of West Berlin ended with a plea for "forest-like vegetation
with much undergrowth", species-rich meadows and lakes with marshy
frinees as well as conventionill forms of m e n space (Horben et al., 1982).
of a very much smaller town comes to ihe same conclusion.

his stud^
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A note on Cambridgeshire bulrushes
Recent examination of Cambridgeshire populations of Schoenoplecrrts
(,~~
S c i r, ~ u s l)a c u s r r i s , the 'true Bulrush, has shown that subspecies
tabernoemonfani, Grey Clubrush or Glaucous Bulrush, is present at several
sites. often planted. The situation is not clear-cut, since some plants with
glaucous st& seem to be subspecies lacusrris, Common Cluh-rush, and
intermediate plants with a hint of waniness on the backs of the glumes also
occur. ~urtherwork seems advisable.
Graham Easy
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A: Sutton

-

Earith, 1988: subsp. lacustris
B: Whittlesey, 1988: subsp. fobernoemonfanl
C: Whittlesford Gravel Pit, 1988: ?subsp. locustris (with glaucous stems)
D: Eldernell Gravel Pit, 1988: subsp. fabernaemonlani

A desk survey of the Great Crested Newt Tniturus cristatus
in the old county of Cambridgeshire
Gary Burt

Introduction
The Great Crested a WamNewt T r i t m cristatus is eenerallv recomised
as the second rarest native Aphibian in the British ~sles~ooke'and
~ndrgie,
1983), and since the 1960s its numbers have decreased rapidly (Beebee,
1975).
~ - ; u m b e of
r studies have been undertaken, principally by Beebee (1973,
1975). Cooke and Scorgie (1983) and Leicester Polytechnic (1985), to
ascertain the status and rate of decline of the species. These studies have
generally concluded that there has been an overall national decrease in the
number of Crested Newt sites. In Beebee's 1973 account be observed that
there bad been a decline for la.! British amphibians and stated that the situation
with Crested Newts was much less satisfactory than with other amphibians.
In 1975 he suggested that a decline in the population occurred during the
1960s and early 1970s and that for East Anglia, central England and
south-western England it probably began before 1960. The results of his
survey suggested that the decline was occurring at an alarming rate, as there
~ S
Crested Newts
had been an overall loss of as much as 50% of D O ~ holdine
between 1965 and 1975. He reported that the ipecies had become extinct in
somc localiues nncl that in some vice-counties it had now become rare when it
was once quite common.
~
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In their more recent enauirv Cooke and Scoreie (1983) sent out
questionnaires and asked people co comment on the c&ent'status in 1980 or
the early 1980s and any changes in po~ulahonsbetween 1970 and 1980 of the
nine commoner British amGItibiais knd reptiles, giving possible reasons.
This survey indicated that there was no noticeable conuaction in the Crested
Newt's ranee but that it was becoming ~romessivelvrarer throuehout it: this
decline wa;found to be more severe tian fGr the other amphibian;.
Leicester Polytechnic (1985) attempted to deduce the number of Crested
Newt sites in the Hritish Isles: 1.129 breedine sites were identified and. bv
correlating this result with searching effort, th&esearchers estimated the
number of sites to be 6,000. They also inferred that the Crested Newt was
still decreasing, estimating site loss at 2%from 1980 to 1985. If their figures
are correct it would appear that the rate of decline was falling when compared
with Beehee's estimates for 1965 to 1975.
Both Cooke and Scorgie (1983) and Leicester Polytechnic (1985) broke
down the reasons given for decrc~ses,indicating that loss of suitable habirat
was the main reason, caused principally 6y agricultural and urban
development. Cooke and Scorgie went on further to say that loss of ponds
was the maior conmbutine factor although more eeneral habitat loss was also
important.
Apart from the active desmction of sites owing to development, Beebee
(1983) and Leicester Polytechnic (1985) mention that ecological succession
appears to be the greatest current threat. Indeed Beebee (1983), after studying
a number of ponds in Sussex, stated that natural succession and damage
caused by cattle were as important as loss due to development.
The objective of a desk survey conducted in April 1989 on behalf of the
Cambridgeshire Wildlife Trust was to collate all the known Crested Newt site
records for the old county of Cambridgeshire. Such information would allow
the total number, whereabouts and status of sites in the county to be assessed,
so that action might be taken to conserve this species.

-
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Methods
An invcntory of sites was compiled by collating site records obtained from a
number of sources. Tne bulk of the records were su~oliedbv Dr Tern
Moore as detailed site record forms following the f6rmat d ~eicestkr
Polytechnic's national survey or a format to his own s~ecification.Additional
records were obtained by contacting other local sukeyors directly over the
telephone. Corrcct identification of these sites was conlimed in a number of
ways - by personal identiticat~onby acompetenr idcnnfier, by the newts being
described in detail so rl!at they could be confimled by a competent recorder, or
by Dr .Moore positively identifying the larvae.
Results and discussion
The studv revealed a total of 42 Great Crested Newt sites for the old countv
of ~ambrih~eshire.
However, of these 42 sites only 38 could be confmed,
as four lacked verification bv a competent recorder. Onlv those sites which
have been confmcd have bien inclided in the results of ihih survey. For 35
sires the site type was recorded, and it was possible to break down the site
types into categbries as shown in the following table.
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Site type

Number of sites

Garden pond
Pond in pasture
Village pond
Farm pond
Pondlmoat in hall grounds

23
6
3
1
2

From the table it is apparent that 66% of these 35 sites were private garden
ponds, 17% were ponds'in pasture and virtually no sites occ&d in the wider
open countryside. No specimens of the Crested Newt were encountered in
anicultural ditches. The dismbution mao of Crested Newt sites sho\r8sthat
v;rtually no sites were found in the heavily agriculturalised and sparsely
populated Fenland District, essentially north of Ely. South of this area, in the
vicinity of Ely, which has a good number of sites within a relatively small
area, sites become more frequent, although the majority are concenuated in
the area north-west of Cambridge.
The absence of Crested Newts in agricultural areas could simply be due to
ponds not occurring there, as a full pond survey was not conducted.
However, it is also possible that the terrestrial habitat surrounding the ponds
was not appropriate; indeed, Beebee (1981) comments that sizeable areas of
scrub and woodland near the oond are important. Another possibility is that
the new& were unable to survibe fertiliser b d herbicide appfications.
From the results is would appear that the Crested Kewt is unable to survive
well in areas of high agricultural activity, but rhat garden pondr, especially
larger ones and those in gardcns reponed to be slightly 'on the wilder side',
orovide a suiuble habitat. 'lhis also appears to be the case with the commoner
british amphibians, namely the ~ o & o n Frog Rana temporaria, Common
ToadBufo bufo and Smooth Newt Triturus vulgaris (Beebee, 1979). In his
survey of Sussex suburban park and garden ponds, Beebee found the Palmate
Newt Trirurus helveticus to be absent; but he points out that this species can
thrive in garden ponds in other locations where suitable water ionic conditions
prevail. The records of Crested Newts thriving in garden ponds in
Cambridgeshire are interesting because they contrast with Beebee's (1979,
1981), Cooke and Scorgie's (1983) and Leicester Polytechnic's (1985)
surveys, as they all found the species to be generally absent in them.
~eice-sterPolytechnic suggested illat garden ponds are rarely appropriate
because of their small size and frequent inclusion of fish.
Heebee (1981) also studied h e correlation between newts and fish in ponds,
discovering in his s w e y of Sussex farm ponds that there was a complete lack
of Crested Newts, whereas the other newt species could tolerate fish to some
extent. Thc oresent survey reflects this correla~ionin pan, as none of the
eight best siies encounteied were found to have fish present, although
none-the-less Crested Newts could survive in ponds with fish. The apparent
reduction in Crested Newt activity in fish ponds is probably due to the
predation of young larvae by fish.
In fact. the oresence of fish in a pond moved to be the most common threat
to the sites s&eyed; six out of niie sites regarded as at risk had fish in them,
the other three being threatened by "drying out", "ecological succession" and
~~

~~

"distmbance bv children". Obviouslv, all such sites, if oossible, reanire to be
extinctions; in view oi' the case
monitored in brder to avoid any
history of a pond in Cambridge, where the introduction of fish in 1981
remlt& in thi loss
~ - of
- Crested Niwts from the site.
From the results of the desk survey it is obvious just how important private
garden ponds are, in providing an alternative to the somewhat inhospitable
counvside, thus ensuring the survival of the Crested Newt in the old county
of Cambridgeshire. Clearly, in view of the severity of the national decline in
recent years, urgent steps need to be taken to conserve this species and
prevent any further reduction in the county's population.
~
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The South African water plant
Lagarosiphon major (Ridley) Moss
and its occurrence in Cambridgeshire
Hilary Belcher and Erica Swale

Lagarosiphon major is an introduced relative of Canadian Watenveed
Elodea canadensis. It does not appear in older floras, but is dealt with in the
latest edition of Flora of theBritish Isles (Clapham, Tutin and Moore, 1987),
in Martin (1969), in Haslam et a[. (1975) and in Blamey and Grey-Wilson
(1989). The last authors illustrate it and give it the English name of "Curly
Water-thyme". It seems to survive well in this country, even through the
severest winters (e.g. 1962163). Data from the Biological Records Centre

indicate that it has been recorded from some sites over many years and has
steadilv become more widesnread. At Arlesev. Bedfordshire. where it was
first s&n wild in this counay'in 1944 as an escape from cultiv'ation by Dony
and Milne-Redhead @ony, 1953), records run till 1971. Dr Dony told us that
he saw it there four years ago and for all he knew it was still there.
L. major was first seen wild in Cambridgeshire in 1986 by J. H. Bratton at
Fowlmere Watercress Beds (52/403452), where we saw it this year (1989)
growing in deep water. This summer we found a thick mat of it half filling a
pond at Swavesey (521362685). and there was also a little in a half-dry
woodland pool in "The Belts" above Wimpole (52/339524). It also occurs in
ornamental pools such as that in k n t of the Fitnvilliam Museum (521450578)
and two concrete ponds in Shaftesbu~yRoad, Cambridge, belonging to the
Cambridge University Press (521457564 and 458565), in one of which it was
first seen by us eleven years ago.
Plants from Swavesey, where it is growing vigorously, have the general
habit of Elodea, with stems upwards of 500 mm long and up to 3 mm across,
sparingly branched and rooting in places (Figure 1: A). The younger parts are
richly clothed with numerous linear leaves in irregular whorls of three. The
finely toothed leaves are about 16-20 mm long, shallowly U-shaped in section
and recurved through about three-quarters of a circle (Figure 1: C, D, E, the
apex being to the left in A and C). The stiffness of the leaves and stem give a
characteristic amearance and feel to the whole ~ l a n t .On older Darts of the
stem the leave; k e wom, eaten or rotted away to stumps (A). w e have not
noticed flowers, which are small and bome at the surface of the water, though
they have been seen at Arlesey. Increase in this country appears to be largay
vegetative.
Harvey, in his original description of Lagarosiphon muscoides (Harvey,
1842), does not mention recurved leaves, and his plate shows a plant whose
leaves if anything curve slightly forward. Ridley (1887), who established a
variety major of this species, spoke of it as "only a remarkably large and
coarse form" with "the habit and texture of a Hydrilla". There is again no
mention of the recurved leaves which form such a conspicuous feature of
British plants. There is no illustmtion, the variety being based upon a
specimen collected by T. Cooper in 1860 from the Undezine River in
Southern Africa and now in the herbarium of the British Museum (Natural
History). Moss (1928) elevated this variety to specific rank, L. major
Widley) Moss, based upon the same type, with no illusnation except of the
leaf apex and margin, though he was familiar with the plant in South Africa.
He aaain made no mention of the recurved leaves, though he did say that the
larger, suongcr and more rigid than L. muscoid&.
Examination of Ridley's type specimen (photocopy supplied by Dr A.R.
Vickerv) showed that manv of the leaves are recurved to some extent bur h e
plant dbks not seem to ha& quite the regularly neat, stiffly recoiling leaves of
our material and of plants from Surrey, Bedfordshire and Comwall in the
Cambridge Herbarium. Obermeyer (1964) described the leaves of African
plants as "spreading - recurved, which implies a measure of variation. It
may be that the plants naturalised in this country as an escape from cultivation
represent a particularly decorative form of the species selected for its
horticultural potential.

The plant grows readily from small pieces of stem or detached side-shoots,
and this is how it is probably mainly spread within water bodies in this
feet
countrv. Whether the olant is canied from site to site on
-~-birds'
---.is- ~ - .
extre&ely doubtful, as the plants sometimes root f l y in the mud and the
stiff, long, heavy and slipperv stems are certainlv difficult to pull out bv
it seems more li!ieiy that it is spread by human agency, & particul&
through deliberate planting in ponds. Indeed, the pond at Swavesey has the
unco&on Cypertk longis add Ranunculus ling& at its margin, probably
also planted.
Another source may be from the discarded contents of aquaria (Kent,
1955). and Dr K.J. Adams of the Essex Field Club tells us that L. major has
been introduced into a number of ponds in Epping Forest in this way.
One source of inaoduction to this country from South Africa is well
documented. Like Crassula helmsii (Swale and Belcher, 1982). it was sold
for many years by Peny's Hardy Plant Farm of Enfield as a pond and
aquarium plant under the name of Elodea crispa (A. Perry, ad.). They
~

~

Figure 1: Lagarosiphon major from Swavesey
A: Habit sketch of old stem with new shoots and roots
8: Small lateral shoot
C: Portion of leafy stem, with apex at left
D: Cross-section of leaf, 3 mm wide
E: Detached and flattened leaf, 16 mm long, 2.5 mm wide

obtained it in 1906 from "Henkel of Darmstadt" (a nursery firm?),who stated
that it came originally from "Hansen of Klerksdorp" in the Transvaal (another
nursery?) (F. Perry, 1961). F. Perry (1961) also includes a photograph of
the plant, resembling that seen in the Swavesey pond. Other nurseries could
have obtained the plant either from Perry's or from South Africa. Nowadays
it is regularly sold by nurserymen as a hardy plant (e.g. Stapeley Water
Gardens catalogue, 1989).
Lagarosiphon major seems to persist outdoors in this country, surviving
even through the severest winters (e.g. 1962/63). At Arlesey Dr Dony has
seen it over a period of more than 40 years. At the Hollow Pond, Whipps
Cross, in Epping Forest, it was recorded from 1956 to 1973 and Dr Adams
says that it is still there but may have been reinnoduced.
It is difficult to say whether L. major will become a nuisance in this
countrv. as Elodea canadensis was last centurv and as Crassula helmsii
threat&s to be. It is certainly described as "a6 obnoxious water pest" in
South Africa and Zambia (Obemeyer, 1964).
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Macro-invertebrates as water quality indicators
in two Cambridge chalk streams
Steve Boreham
Botany School, Cambridge
Introduction
Two tributaries of the River Cam flow though south-east Cambridge. They
rise from springs which issue from the Totternhoe Stone, a hard and
impervious band in the Chalk, at the foot of the Gog Magog Hills. Hobson's
Brook flows north from Nine Wells near Great Shelford (TL463541) in a
wide shallow valley. The stream was canalised in 1614 to supply Cambridge
with water, but the old c o m e known as Vicar's Brwk runs roughly parallel
for more than 1 km before entering the River Cam near Newnham. The
Hobson's Brook system drains about 12.25 km2. Cherry Hiuton Brook
flows north-west from springs adjacent to the Robin Hood (TL 486563) and
north-east to Coldham's Common. Coldham's Brook (also known as the East
Cambridge Main Drain) collects water from south-east Cambridge and nins
parallel to Cherry Hinton Brook onto Coldham's Common, before flowing
nonh-west into Bamwell Pit and on to the River Cam at Stourhridce
Common. The Cherry Ninton Brook system drains an area of ab&t
10.60 kmz. The two stream systems have a number of similarities, but only
Hobson's Brook has previously been studied in detail (Bushell, 1938; Gray,
1974, 1977a. 1977b).
Fieldwork
This study, conducted between July and November 1989, describes the
macro-invertebrates of the Hobson's Brook and Cherry Hinton Brook
systems in relation to land-use and water quality. Figure 1 shows a map of the
study area. Seven sampling sites were established in the Hobson's Brook
system - two at Nine Wells (A6a and A6b), three on Hobson's Brook itself
(AS-A3) and two on Vicar's Brook (A2 and Al). Eight sites were sampled in
the Cherry Kinton Brook system - three on Cherry Hinton Brook (B7-BS),
four on Coldham's Brook (B4-B1) and one on a tributary to the west of
Coldham's Common (T). Three 30-second kick samples of benthic
macro-invertebrates were collected from stable gravel riffles at each sample
site with a 25 x 25 cm Freshwater Biological Association hand-net (Macan,
1958). The samples were sorted in the field and identified to species where
possible. A hydrobiological index of water quality, the BMWP score
(National Water Council, 1980, was also applied to the data.
Catchment studies
By using the Ordnance Survey Pathfinder 1:25,000 map of Cambridge and
Balsham (TL 45/55), supplemented by field observations and personal
communication with Mr Alan Winefield of the Drainage Section of Cambridze
Clry Council Engneefs ~ e ~ a m n e catchment
it,
boun&uies for the two stream
systems (Figure I ) and sub-catchmentsfor each sample site were established.

Figure 1: Map of the study area, showing catchment boundaries and
sample sites on the Hobson's Brook system (sites A6-A1) and the Cherry
Hinton Brook system (sites 87-01)

The percentage areas of arable, urban and other categories of land-use (for
example grassland and woodland) in each sub-catchmentwere calculated and
have been plotted on the triangular co-ordination diagram m D ) in Figure 2.
Considered as a system, Hobson's Brook (sites A5-A1) is a ~ r a smam,
l
with all sites draining more than 60% arable land and less than 30% urban
area. However, water from Hobson's Brook does not rcach Vicar's Brook
during low-flow conditions despite connections at several points. As a result,
during the summer months %car's Brook receives rnnloff from a much
smaller isolated catchment, with a high proportion of urban land-use,
represented by (Al) and (A2) at the extreme right of the TCD.
Cheny Hiiton Brook (sites B7-B5) has a rural catchment which becomes
increasingly dominated by urban and other non-agricultural land-use.
Although it is connected to Coldham's Brook below BmwelI Pit, water
appears to be lost into the underlying chalk, so that Cheny Hinton Brook is
dry in the summer for most of its course across Coldham's Common. In
contrast, Coldham's Brook (sites B4-BI), although partly fed by springs,
drains a catchment with more than 65% urban area A small tributary with
more than 85% urban area (site T) joins Coldham's Brook above Bmwell
Pit.

Figure 2: Triangular co-ordination diagram showing percentage land-use
for the two stream systems a t each sample site
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Hobson's Brook
The fauna of Nine Wells and the upper course of Hobson's Brook (sites
A6-A3) has previously been studied in some detail. Gray (1974, 1977a,
1977b) describes two ecological enquiries, the first in 194&49 and the second
in 1969-73, and cataloguesThc decline of the sueam as a result of abswcuon
and intensive agriculture. Certainly the discharge of Nine Wells decreascd
markedlv from an averaae of 50 limes ner second in 1949 to 12 Its in 1965
and a h & dry in the s u k e r of 1976.buring the frst enquiry, Coleoptera
(beetles), Ephemeroptera (mayflies), Trichoptera (caddisflies), Simuliidae
(blackflies), Lymnaea peregra (a freshwater snail), Ancylus fluviatilis (a
freshwater iimpet), Garnmaruspulex (a freshwater shrimp) and Chironomidae
(non-biting midge larvae) were present. The first four taxa listed were
apparently absent in the second enquiry, and the abundance of those
remaining was much reduced. However, a study of Nine Wells in 1985
(MacCallum 1986) revealed no such impoverishment of the fauna, although
Crenobia alpina (a flatworm) and Agapetus fuscipes (a caddisfly), both
present in 1954, were not found. In the present study a diverse
macro-invertebrate benthos, including the taxa'listed above and others,
occurred at all sites on Hobson's Brook. llowever, four species of flatworm
recorded bv MacCallum (1986) were not found. The averaee flow recorded
from Nine'weus was a b i t 10i/s, and it is likely that carefz management of
the water table by Anglian Water has prevented episodes of drought i n recent
years. For com$riso~,the average dscharge at iite A3, after adairions from
land drainage, was 35 Vs.
Vicar's Brook
There are no previous records of macro-invertebrates from Vicar's Brook
(sites A2 and Al). Once the original course of Hobson's Brook, the sueam
now suffers summer drought, receives urban run-cff and acts as relief
channel in winter. The average discharge during this study was about 3 11s at
site A2, increasing to 10 11s at site Al. All the water flowing at site A1 came
from a culvert draining the Cambridge Universitv Press site (1. Smtham,
personal communicati6n) and supposed ~ l i ~ o c h a e t (worms),
cs
tlimdlnea
(lreches), Asellus aquoricrrs (a hoglouse), Chironomidae, Coleoptcra,
Simuliidae and Tipula sp. (a cranefly larva). Downsueam, at site A, only the
first iour taxa listed were found. At both sites empty shells of Bithynia,
Poromoovraus.. Planorbis, Ancvlus and Pisidium occurred. It is not known if
thest. represent an autochthonous (resident) assemblage (as no living molluscs
were collected) or if they have been washed in from Hobson's Brook.
Cherry Hinton Brook
In conaast m Hobson's Brook, little has been written about the natural
history of Cherry Hinton Brook. The sueam is fed by springs which form a
shallow pond, with an average outflow of about 30 Vs. The pond and site B7
ienkinsi
had manv Polvcelis felina andP. tenuis (flatworms). Potamo~vr~us
(a snail):~awkar& pulex, Tipula sp., iimnephil& sp. (a
ciddisfly)
and abundant osmcods. The fauna downstream (s~tesBh 2nd B.5) was
similar, but with Himdinea, Lymnaea peregra, ~isidiumsp. (a pea cockle),
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Bacris rhodani and Caenis sp. (two mayflies), Hydropryche sp. (a caseless
caddisfly), Coleoptera, Simuliidae and Hydracarina (water mites). Copepods
(watcr fleas)also occurred at site R5, below a long slow-moving section of
the stream.Unfortunately, stream conditions did-not permit simpling on
Coldham's Common, although many Gyrinus (whirligig beetles) were
observed.
Coldham's Brook (East CambridgeMain Drain)
Coldham's Brook had an average dry weather flow of some 35 Vs at site
B4, but after heavy rain an increase to about 100 11s for almost an hour was
observed. Such a rapid 'flashy' response to rainfall is typical of an urban
stream Sites B4 and B3 had a similar fauna, with Polycelis spp., Gammarus
pule*, Asellus aquaticus, Baetis rhodani, Chironomidae and Oligochaetes.
Manv emnN mollusc shells were also collected from these sites. althoueh no
living sp'e6mens were found. The tributary to the west of oldr ram's
Common (site T) joins Coldham's Brook (site B2) above Barnwell Pit. These
sites were dominated by Oligochaetes and Chironomidae, with occasional
IIirudinea, Lymnaea peregra and Physa fo11tina1i.r(a snail). Downstream of
Ramwell Pit (site Rl) the averaee flow anomached 100 11s and n more diverse
fauna occurred including FIirhyGa renmciiara (a snail), ~phaeriwncornewn (a
pea cockle), Coenagrion sp. (a damselfly), fjydropsyche sp. and Gammarus
pulex.

Other wildlife
During this study additional notes on the flora and fauna of both stream
systems were made. The fish, Bullhead Corrus gobio, was found in
Hobson's Brook between Nine Wells and site A4 and in Cherry Hinton
Brook for some distance downstream of the Robin Hood springs. In addition,
Three-spined Stickleback Gasterosteus aculeatus was abundant in the upper
courses of both stream systems and Ten-spined Stickleback Pungitius
pungitius was common at site B1 downstream of Bamwell Pit.
Near the Abbey Swimming Pool an adult Common Frog Rana temporaria
was seen in Coldham's Brook, and these animals are known to cause
considerable nuisance to bathers at the pool in early summer.
A number of buds were observed feeding in Hobson's Brook, including
Kingfisher Alcedo atthis, Grey Heron Ardea cinerea, Moorhen Gallinula
chloropus and Mallard Anas platyrhynchos. Wild buds appeared to be less
common on the Cherry Hinton Brook system, although Kingfisher was
observed at sites B5, B4 and B1.
The streams of both systems were fringed by Water-cress Nasturtium
officinale and water-stamarts Callitriche spp., with patches of Cladophora
(an alga) and Common Duckweed Lemna minor. On Hobson's Brook, other
plants included Common Reed Phragmites australis, Unbranched Bur-reed
Sparganiurn emersum and Water-plantain Alisma plantago-aquarica. The
Cherry Hinton Brook system also had some P. australis and S. emersum,
with occasional Reed Sweet-grass Glyceria maxima. In addition, Canadian
Waterweed Elodea canadensis was found in Coldham's Brook, upstream of
site B4, at site B2 and in the oufflow of Bamwell Pit.

Water quality
The BMWP score gives low values for pollution-tolerant macroinvertebrates, but scores pollution-sensitive taxa highly. Murphy (1978)
suggested that the average score per taxon (ASPT), as an index of water
quality, was less affected by seasonal variation and availability of
micro-habitats. F i m e 3 shows the mean BMWP score and the ASPT for
each site over theUstudyperiod. In general the patterns shown by these
indices are similar, although there are some notable differences.
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Figure 3: The mean B M W P and ASPT scores for each sample site over
the study period

Water quality in Hobson's Brook appeared to be generally high, with the
BMWP score reaching a peak of 56 at site A4. However, the ASPT revealed
that the most pollution-sensitive macro-invertebrates occurred at sites A6a and
A6b (Nine Wells), while site A4 had a more pollution-tolerant fauna. Both
indices showed Vicar's Brwk to have poor water quality, exacerbated by
low-flow conditions. The BMWP scores for Cheny Hinton Brook were
relatively low at sites B7 and B6, but increased to a peak of 49 at site B5.
However, the ASPT indicated that the most pollution-sensitive taxa were
found at site B7 (Robin Hood springs). Despite draining a large area of
south-east Cambridge, Coldham's Brook at sites B4 and B3 had remarkably
high water quality. The basic flow from spring and seepage lines appeared to
dilute the urban drainage to a considerable extent. The lowest BMWP and
ASPT values were on the tributary (site T) to the west of Coldham's
Common, which drains long-established industrial areas. Both Cambridge
City Council and the National Rivers Authority recognise that isolated
incidents of oil pollution have occurred over a number of years, and booms
have been installed to prevent the oil reaching Barnwell Pit (A. Wingfield and
D. Tester, personal communications). However, it is clear that this oil
represents only the visible fraction of contaminated ~ n - o f freaching the
stream, and so it is fortunate that Barnwell Pit aaps particulate matter and
greatly dilutes this water before it reaches site B1 and the River Cam.

Discussion and conclusions
The chalk sueams of south-east Cambridge form imponant linear conidors
throuch the urban fringe and support a diverse range of animals and plants.
at& quality, as indicated by the macro-invenebfate fauna, appears to be
generally high, although there are specific local problems. The springs
feeding both stream systems support very pollution-sensitive macroinvertebrate communities of limited diversity. Evidence from Nine Wells
suggests a continued loss of some specialised spring-dwelling taxa, perhaps
owing to episodes of low flow and drought. In both systems,
species-richness and the BMWP score increased downsueam of the springs,
but the fauna tended to be more pollution-tolerant. The lower courses of both
stream systems received more urban drainage than the headwater catchments.
Sites Al, T and B2 were particularly affected by a combination of urban
mn-off and low flow. However, sites B4 and B3 and site B1 below
Barnwell Pit demonstrate that urban drainage does not necessarily cause
serious pollution if it is diluted sufficently.
~
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Reviews
The Macmillan Field Guide to British Wildflowers
Franklyn Perring and Max Walters. Photographs by Andrew N. Gagg.
Macmillan Press, London and Basingstoke, 1989. 226 + xxx pp., hardback.
£9.95.
The partnership between the two authors of this new wildflower guide is

both longstanding and f i l y rooted in Cambridge. Their seminal Adas of rhe

British Flora, published in 1962 and the basis for the future work of the
Biological Records Centre at Monks Wood, was compiled in 1 Brookside,
which also housed the office of CAMBIENT from its foundation in 1956, an
organisation in which they both played leading roles.
Their new book "does not include all the flowers which grow wild in the
British Isles". but the authors have used their "extensive knowledge of
over the last 50 years'' to make the selection as objecuve as
looking for
possible. Also omitted are all trees, large shrubs, rushes, sedges, grasses and
ferns. The olants are arraneed bv families. in the standard order of floras
such as clapham, Tutin an; w&burgbs
Pages of text and colour
photographs alternate, each being based on a grid of nine 34 x 49 mm
rectangles, occasionally broken by blank spaces. Some of the 'text blocks'
are used for general information about a genus or other grouping of species,
and here and there useful line drawings by Michael Hickey "bring out some
important detail, often just the thing you need to look for with a lens". A few
of ihe photoyaphs occupy two blocks.
In the introduction the authors say: "We have med to put across from our
experience what it is we are looking at when identifying a species. . . . a
spkcies like cow parsley on roadside verges in May can be named with
certainty at 40 mph, . . . whilst others. . need much closer inspection looldne at the ti^ of a seoal with a lens or counting the number of stamens."
The apt, pithiand so~etimesamusing dcscripcons are, in fact, the gxatest
merit ofthe hook. Bold iype is used for 'the most significant character?". and
the text is mercifully free of irritating abbreviation? and unnecessary botanical
jargon; for example, achene, nectary, receptacle and style are used (and
clearly explained), but not words like aristate, crenulate. dichasium,
gynomonoecious, obd~plostemonous,ruminate (looking as though chewed')
or schlzocarp (all words in the glossary of the CTW Excursio~ll:lora,. A
rare laose is the unexolained use of "obconical' for the fruiting head of
~ m o o t b~awk's-beard'Crepis capillaris, more graphically descfibed in a
footnote elsewhere as "dunce's-cap shaped". The Common Poppy has
"the familiar pepper-pot capsule", pepperwort pods "look li& oldfashioned ladles", scurvygrasses and Common Whitlow-grass have
"rugby-ball-shaped pods", Common Dog-violet has "'wide-awake looking'
flowers" and Round-leaved Sundew a "'pin-cushion' l e a f , though there
are also plenty of less vivid but none-the-less clear and appropriate
descriptions. Senses other than sight are appealed to: Biting Stonecrop is
"easily recognised by the bitter, peppery taste when a small piece is
(cautiouslv!) chewed and the leaves of Lesser Swine-cress "pive off an
i k p l e a s a n ~ s ~ ewhen
l l crushed and are not recommended for sala8sW.
Each description is followed by a crisp account of the plant's habitat and
ranre in the British Isles. A. B or P (for annual. biennial or ~erennial.but this
is-{owhere explained), ;hiaverage' height (in cm or m) ind the flowering
period.
Another atuactive feature is the ingenious general identification key, starting
in the endpapers with representative coloured flowers arranged by colours
vertically and by numbers of petals and flower shapes horizontally, inviting
allocation of the plant to one of 53 categories; these are broken down further
in the inuoductory pages on the basis of leaf shapes and arrangements, flower
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or fruit characters, and so on, leading to families, genera or even species in
the main text. Field testinn suggested that the representative flowers can deter
a novice from making thecorrect selection (e.g.-a peaflower from a picture of
a speedwell or a labiate) and that a wrong colour-group can be chosen.
(Surely Astragalm danicus is blue/violet, not red/purple, despite its English
name, Purple Milk-vetch?) There are also two special keys, for yellowflowered 'daisy-like' and 'dandelion-like' Compositae and for the Carrot
Family, Umbelliferae.
The latter special key is particularly valuable, for not only is this a
notoriously troublesome family but the photographs for it are among the least
successful in the book. The aim of the authors was "to ask our photographer
to take the picture which we wanted, to show you what to look for". They
commissioned "a technically brilliant cameman", with "an artist's eye for
composition", who is "a very sound field botanist as well". Many of the
results endorse this claim: I particularly l i e Wood-sorrel, Creeping Jenny,
Lousewort, Chicory, Frogbit, Snowdrop, Spring Crocus and Fly Orchid.
Genera where the photographs and text work well together include
Ranunculus, Viola, the chickweeds and stitchworts (Cerasrium, Myosoton,
Srellaria and Moenchia, though the authors follow CIW in misleadingly
calline the elli~ticalleaves of S. alsine "narrow". and the five stvles of
yos sit on aql;aricum are not mentioned), Geranium, ~ y o s o r hand
Campanula. Larhyrus, Medicoga and Trifoliwn are more successful t h a n
Vlcia, and the toadflaxes are better sewed than the figwons.
For sorne distincnve species, for example Trollircc europaeus, Glaucium
flavum. Lavnfera arborea, lnroarienr ~landuliferaand Verbascfrrnrhausus.
-there a&. 'habitat shots', usudly quite succeisful. Rumex pulcher i i even
shown in a churchyard (see N. in C., No. 31, 28), with the church tower in
the background! At the other extreme are 'close-ups' of diminutive plants,
such as Erophila verna, Crassula fillaea ("The smallest land flowering plant in
Britain!", but treated to a double-sized photograph) and G l a w maririma
(double again). Parts of larger plants specially relevant for identification are
sometimes shown as an inset in a larger photograph (e.g. the fruit of
Raspberry, Deadly Nightshade and Thom-apple, a single flower of Rose-hay
Willowherb or the "bulbous base" of Bulbous Buttercup).
So far so good. Far less successful are the attemuts at more-or-less
full-length
of plants i n the 50 cm - 2 m lleigilt range, where the
flowers become too small to make much visual impact and the stem and leaves
often fail to show uu clearlv aeainst a similarlv coloured backmound. Most
of the umbellifer $ctures'faf into this category, as do the iarger
crucifers and composites, all moues where extra help from the illustrations
would have been panicularly-wel~ome. ~isymbriumallissimum could he a
sallow bush! The photographs of llypochoeris radrcara, Leonrodon
aurrunnulis and L. h i r ~ i d whardlv show the distinctions mentioned in the text.
Oenanthe crocata coild almost h&~nrhrircu~
.sylvesrris (despite the "certainty
at 40 mph' in the real world!). Pimpinello saxifragu has vinually disappeared:
the most obvious flowers i n the picture are yellou (Galiwn verum?).
The mom1 seems to bc twofold. First, it wac over-optiniisricto imagine that
even Andrew Gaggs photographs could all be reproduced s a t ~ s f a ~ o rati l ~
such a small size. Secondly, more 'close-ups would have helped: those of

Scandix pecten-veneris and Chaerophyllwn temulentwn succeed where the
'long shots' of Petroselinwn crispum and Torilis japonica fail.
Nobody could ever be completely satisfied with someone else's selection of
s~eciesto omit. However. there are actually suaces that seem designed to
~ccommodateLepidium &derale, Cardarnine'impariens and Sisymbrium
orientale, to name but threc spccies from one family. In a number of genera,
also. it would have been heloful - and easv - to have indicated briefly what
f&er species might be fouid (e.g. in ~ u h r i aVerbascum,
,
Scrophhlaria,
Euphorbia and Polygonum - in addition to the comment about P. aremtrum).
No single flower book seems likely to fulfil every need. Certainly anyone
interested in developing his or her knowledge of the British flora should buy
this one. even if it is to be used in conjunction with a current favourite or
Philip Oswald

'The Pat Whitehouse Show'
Many readers of Nature in Cambridgeshire will recall with pleasure the shows
of 3-D natural history photographs presented to audiences in and around
Cambridge by Pat Whitehouse, who died last year. Her deservedly most
famous 'performance' was the 'Hallelujah Chorus', a pictorial rendering of
Handel's Messiah sung by the birds, of which Sacha Playfair, writing Pat's
obituary in the Independent, wrote: "This masterpiece of beauty and fun
deserves to become a national monument."
Pat was born at the edge of the Cowwolds and combined from an early age
her twin interests of natural history and photography. She graduated from
Newnham, took a London PhD in endocrinology and completed a full medical
course at St Thomas's Hospital, one of the f i s t two women to do so.
Mamed to Harold Whitehouse (who is a regular contributor to Nature in
Cambridjieshire: see pp. 80-83); she set up iouse in Cambridge and there
dcvelo~edan exaaordinm combination of skills in her specialist bobby. It is
no exiggeration to say thit in the last 25 years she has produced a series of
technically advanced 3-D cameras and projection equipment, which have
brought her international acclaim, virtually 'on the kitchen table'.
As a memorial to her work, an attractively produced 'booklet' has been
published by a small, specialist Dutch fum called 3-D Book Productions.
This contains three 'reels' (disks) each of seven pictures: the first is the
'Hallelujah Chorus', then there is a charming set taken in 1Millington Road,
their home. and finallv a selection. entitled 'Close-no in 3-D', of vew detailed
close-ups bees pollinating a flower, young birdiin the nest, a petal with
raindroos. ete. - which give some idea of the value of the technique to the
scientigc study of name:
The booklet, with the accompanying reels, can be bought from Dr Harold
Whitehouse at 1 Millington Road, Cambridge CB3 9HW, for £7 post free. A
simple viewer, called '3-D View-master', is available from toyshops such as
Townsend's in Burleigh Street, Cambridge, at £2.99.
S.M. Walters

Vascular plant records
Gigi Crompton and Derek Wells
It is proposed to continue the long history of botanical recording in
Cambridgeshire by working on the flora parish by parish as well as by the
existing 10 km square and tcwd methods. Cambridgeshire is defined as the
Watsonian vice-county 29, and this is similar to the pre-1974 administrative
county but including the parish of Thorney, or to the present county less
Huntingdon District and Peterborough but plus the parish of Thorney! The
parish of Thomcy has always been a part of 'Cambndgeshirc and the Isle of
Elv'. exccot from 1365 to 1974 when it was annexed to Huntinadonshire.
The idea: of additional recording by parishes is not new, as ~Iabingtonused
this method over one hundred years ago, and one of the aims will be to make
comparisons with Babington's Flora of 1860. A few enthusiasts have recently
extensively recorded the flora of their parishes. We hope that we can learn
from these and build ua mouas throuebout the countv who will be
responsible for a parish o G u p of panshe;.
hleetings have been arrangedwiii two major aims - first to record the plants
in the aria and secondlv i o arovide insiuction to anvone interested in
becoming more familiar kith our local flora. These meetjngs will be mostly
for beginners who wish to lcam their plants, but particular groups of plants
u,ill also be tackled to enable recorders to extend their knowledge.
This is a long-term project and one which will conmbute substantially to the
orooosed llisrorical Flora olCamhridaeshire: it will reauire manv hands.
eye's and skills. There is rapidly &owing awareness of the ?un and
satisfaction in recording plants and we hope that you will join us. We are also
continuine our work of abskactine historical records from floras. and about
half of th; specimens in the herbhum i n the Botany School in Cambridge
(CGE)have been searched for Cambridgeshire
records. with the invaluable
help of ~ i l a Belcher
r~
and Erica Swale.
If you would like to join this Happy Band (also to be known as the
Cambridge Flora Group?), please contact Derek Wells, 14 Tithe Close,
Hilton, Huntingdon, PE18 9NR (tel. Huntingdon 830226).
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Dvopreris canhuriam (Vill.) H.P. Fuchs Lower Wood. Wesfon Colville, 52162-52-,
N. Moore, 2.1989, conf. S.M Walters: many scattered clumps, G. Crompton & R. Payne,

30.3.1989. Alder carr between brickpits and new pond. Wicken Fen. 521560706,
G. Crompton & S.M. Walters in CGE, 13.7.1988. Lower Wood is a new locality for
this species, which is !mown from only rhree sites in the vice-county. It was inadverlently
omitted from the list of ferns seen at Wicken Fen in 1988 (N.in C.. No. 31: 61).
Hirschfeldia incnna (L.)Lasze-Fossat Railhead by corn silo, Newmarket, one small
plant, 521647630, G.M.S. Easy in herb. Easy, 31.8.1989; 2nd CR of this casual.
Ceratophyllurn subrnersurn L. Horseshoe Pond, Madingley Hall, 52/390606, and pond
in pasture east of church, Dry Drayton, 521381619, C.D.Preston (891504 & 509 &
R. FitzGerald in CGE, 2.10.1989. Still present in dense masses in our only two localities.

Hypericm hrunifusm L. In fmt year 'set-aside' fallow, one cushion plant in very slight
depression @H 7.1). Boxworth, 521349661. T. Parish, with M.O. Hill, 24.7.1989; one
flowering branch. T. Parish & G. Crompton in CGE, 28.8.1989, conf. N.K.B. Robson.
This m i e s was last recorded from acid, sandy localities at Gamlingay (1977), Chivwnham
(1961j and Hildersham Fur= Hills (1956). 1t is generally regarded-as a calcifuge, but at
Boxworth, according to David Cwmbe, it is found on a Jurassic clay loam, with mare silt
and fine sand mesent than is usual in our chalkv Boulder Clay soils. The arable weed flora
usually found bn thc Boulder Clay -such as p ~ ~ ~ K
t el cch.a &les, Euphorbia e x i g u and
Legourto hybrrda - was nolably absent at Boxwonh. 7his is one of h e most mterestlng
finds for many years.
Silene gallica L. Railhead by corn silo near Newmarket, one plant, 52/&17630, G.M.S.
Easy, 26.7.1989; acasual, but the fust vicecounty record since 1951.
Spergularia m d i a (L.)C. R e d River bank, Foul Anchor, c. 531466176. D.E. Cwmbe,
June 1981 and 1982. It was gmwing with S. marina and was last recorded in this, its only
site in 1961. Although S. marina was recorded in the 1977 sunrev of Foul Anchor and
during rhe 1978179 monitoring scheme, S. media was not found: but P. Adam and J.R.
Akcroyd (1978) were correct in suggesting, when they were unable w refind if, ha!
"suilable habitats seem to be available" (N. m C.. No. 21: 27).
Amanthus spinosus L. Cambridge Sewage Farm dump, 52J480617, G.M.S. Easy in
herb. Easy, 10.8.1989, NCR. A pantropical species rarely seen in Britain, it is unique
among A w m l h u s species found in Britain in having axillary spines.
Anthyllir vu111crmiaL. subsp. polyphylla (DC.)Nyman Bank of old railway nem Devil's
Ditch, Bumell, 521575653. P.D. Sell (66126) in CGE, 22.6.1966, deL J.R.Akemyd,
NCR. A native of C. & E. Europe which may occur in Breckland: it was probably
introduced with the railway ballast which came from Freckenham.

Amaranthus spinosus

Graham Easy
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Shepherd's-needle Scandix pecten-veneris

Graham Easy

Scondix pecten-veneris L. In fmt year fallow of 'set-aside' (in stubble from 1988).
Connington. 52P336666, 10.5.1989, and in adjacent 'set-aside' field (cultivated after 1988
harvest), 521334666. 20.6.1989, c. 20 plants at each site, T. Parish. Edge of wheat field,
Papworth St Everard, 3-4 plants at 52f.284636 and 285636, V. Morgan. 25.5.1989: c. 100
plants in flower and fruit in and by margin of wheat field, G. Cmmpton in CGE.
14.6.1989. Margin of wheat field near stream, Madingley, 521403613, 10-12 flowering
plants. M.J. Howe, 7.5.1989. This locally rare arable weed has made an interesting
reappearance since it was recorded from a number of sites in 1976-1978; it was last seen at
its former haunt by the Coton fwtpath in 1987.
Perroselinurn segerwn (L.)Koch Margin of wheat field, Eottisham, 521566595, two
plants with about a hundred plants of Torilis nodoso. Base of hedgebank, Swaffham
Bulbeck, 521577600, c. 150 plants, V . Morgan in CGE, 7.6.1989. These are remarkable
finds, as Corn Parsley has previously only ever been recorded three times in the area east of
Cambridge.
Polygonum minus Hudson Two plants on wet peat spoil, Ouse Washes, 400 m S.S.E.
of Welches Dam, 52/472855,J.O. Mountford, 5.8.1988. Last recorded in the Welches Dam
area by A. Fryer in 1882.
Rumex maririmus L. River Great Ouse, on wet mud with Glycerio marimo, near
Plantation House, 52/59-90.. and on grazed river margin near Woods Farm,521605915,
1.0. Mounlford, 20.8.1989: two new 10 km square records for the rare Golden Dock, which
has been recorded as a native species in only three other 10 km squares since 1950.

Galium xpomcranicum Retz. On S.E.-facing gravelly bank of 16-Foot Drain, Honey
Bridge, 521436895. 1.0. Mountford & S.L. Smyth, 3.8.1988. Although the lemoncoloured flowers and the intermediate characters of the hybrid between G. mllugo
and G . verum are quite unmistdable, this is only the sixth record for this hybrid since it
was fmt recorded in 1932.
Elodea nuffallii (Planchon) St John In the Check List (1983) this was published as a
new species for the vice-county, from 52/29 and 53/20. It is now known as a frequent alien,
found in polluted and eutrophic waters from the following additional 10 km squares: 52/36,
37,45,47, 55-59.69.
Poramogeton gramineus L. Ditch by Short Drove, Little Wilhraham Fen, 5'21521596524594, C.D. Preston, with G. Crompton, in CGE, 22.6.1989. Previously recorded in
ditch by Long Drove by A.O. Chater in 1955 and in Short Drove and adjacent bundary
ditch by G.M.S. Easy in 1980. This is one of only two sites now known for this species
in the vice-county.
Potamogeton frichoides Cham. & Schlecht. Drain south of Long Drove, Chear Fen,
Cottenham, 521481709, C.D. Preston & N.F. Stewart, 20.5.1989. It was recorded from
Chear Fen at the iunction of the main drain c. 100 yards awav bv G.M.S. Easv in 1980
(N.in C., No. 2 - 5 7 ) and it is otherwise known ce&nly onl&
Chatteris (i988) and
Welches Dam (1979); it may persist at Mepal (1973).
Typha x glauca Godron River Great Ouse, scattered clumps from near Littleport,
521581882. to Plantation House, 52159-9&, with T. lafifolia, 1.0.Mountford, 20.8.1989,
2nd CR. These are extensions of Alan Leslie's locality by the Great Onse, to the
south-west. The hybrid appears to be widespread downstream of Littleport, though
convincing plants of the other parent, T. ongusfifolia,have yet to be found.
Bromus madrirensis L. Railhead by com silo near Newmarket, 521647630. GM.S. Easv
in herh. Easy, 3.8.1989, NCR, det. P.I.O. Trist as var. ciliafus Guss. A native of S. &
W. Eumpe, it rarely occurs in Britain.
Alopecwus x brachystylus Peterm. On the bank of R. Granta, Linmn, 52/562465,
P.J.O.Trist in herh. Trist, 18.5.1982, NCR. The hybrid beohreen A. geniculofus
and A. prarensis has been found in the lowlands of England northwards to Lincolnshire and
Staffordshire, but it is probably often overlooked

Bryophyte records
C. D.Preston and I-I.L.K. Whitehouse
During 1989 particular anention has been paid to the bryophytes of Wicken
Fen. Details of some of the calcifuge species which have been refound are
given below. These include four of the five Sphagnum species recorded on
the fen in recent years, all of which were present as large tussocks. The
absence of small cushions appeared to indicate a failure to colonise new sites.

T h e species which we failed t o refind, S. recurvum, is t h e only one which
does not form tussocks. I t m a y have been unable to withstand the increased
competition from vascular pl&ts, which are now more abundant in the can
sir~cethe death by di.sease o f Franguta alnu.
Mosses
Campylopus inrroflexus (Hedw.) Brid. Gamlingay Wood, 52/24-53-, C.D. Preston,
25.2.1989. As scauered, more or less globose tussocks on m f of Little Eversden church,
some fallen off onto ground, 521374532. P.W. Richards, CGE, 11.11.1989.
Dicranum rauricvm Sapehin Tree W k s , Gamlingay Wood, 52IU-53-, M.O. Hill,
25.2.1989: 3rd recordfor the vice-county.
Ephemerum recurvifolium picks.) Boul. In stubble field over clay soil near Little
Eversden, 521382534, H.L.K. Whitehouse el al., 11.11.1989. Seen in this field in 1982
and 1987.
Ephemerm serratum (Hedw.) Hampe var. minulissimm (Lindb.) Grout With Fissidens
exilis and Mnium h o r n m on old molehill slightly raised above leaf litter. Gamlingay
Wood, 521239533. H.L.K. Whitehouse, 25.2.1989; first detected in a stereoscopic
photograph of the F. exilis.
Fissidens pm'llu (Wils,) Milde var. Ienu17oIi11s(Bod.) Podp. With Gyroweisin lenuis on
deeply shaded stone, Banington churchyard, 521396499, C.R. Stevenson, 11.11.1989.
Gyroweisia tenuis Schimp. Deeply shaded stone, BambgIon churchyard, 52/396499,
C.R. Stevenson, 11.11.1989. Wall inside porch, Orwell church, 52L362504, C.D. Preston,
11.11.1989.
Hylocomiwn bre~irosfre@rid.) B., S. & G. On leaf litter under birches, with Dicranum
scoparium, Venall's Fen, Wicken Fen, 521551703. J.M. Lock, 31.1.1989, cont H.L.K.
Whitehouse. Unlike other species which have colonised Wicken Fen in recent years,
H. brevirosrre is rather calcicole in i u habitat preferences.
Hypnumjuriandicum Holmen & Warncke Ground slightly shaded by conifers, Gamlingay
Wwd, 521242534, C.D. Preston, 25.2.1989. In compartmenll 2 and 5 near Malcarse
Dyke, Wicken Fen, 5Z549700 and 550700, J.M. Lock, 23.3.1989.
Isoplerygium elegans (Brid.) Lindb.
521'242534, M.O. Hill, 25.2.1989.

On bank under conifers. Gamlingay Wood,

Pleurorium schreberi (Brid.) Mitt. Locally common in companment 5 near Malcarse
Dyke, Wicken Fen, 521550700, J.M. Lock, 23.3.1989.
Rhyridiadelphus loreus (Hedw.) Wamst. One small patch in companment 2 near Malcane
Dyke, Wicken Fen, 521548700, J.M. Lock, 23.3.1989. A second patch found in this area,
growing withBrachyrheciumrumabulm on ground under dead branches in carr of SolLand
dead Frangula. J.M. Lock, CGE, 13.5.1989.

Sphagnum fimbriarum Wils., S. palusne L., S. squarrosum Crome and S. subnilens
Russ. & Wamst Large cushions up to 2 m in diameter in Gcdwin Plots, Wicken Fen,
521553704. C.D. Preston el al., 11.2.1989, and in compartments 2 and 5 near Malcarse
Dyke, 521549700 and 550700, J.M. Lock, 23.3.1989, and M.O. Hiller al., 13.5.1989.
S. jimbriatum and S. subnitens were fruiting on 13.5.1989. Voucher specimens of all four
species have been deposited in CGE.
Tenaphis pellucida Hedw.
Whitehouse, 252.1989.

On decayed stump, Gamlingay Wood,521239533, HL.K,

Trichosromopsis umbrosa (C. Muell.) Robins.
On ground on north side of Orwell
church, with Barbula convolura, Bryum ruderule, Poklia carnea and Torrula muralis,
52/362504, C.D. Preston, CGE, 11.11.1989.
Ulora crisw (Hedw.) Brid. vat. norveaica (Groenvall) Smith &Hill On old ~al&cinerea
in comp&int 2 niar Malearse ~ ~ iwicken
e ,
521548700, J.M. Lock, 23.12.1989,
&I. M.O. Hill; 3rd record of the species for the vice-county this centmy.

w en;

Liverworts
Cephaloria connivenr @icks.) Lindb. On decayed stump, Gamlingay Wood, 524239533.
P.W. Richards & H.L.K. Whitehouse, 25.2.1989.
Fossombronia purilla (L.)?lees On ground on woodland ride, Gamlingay Wood,
521243535, C.D. Presion. 25.2.1989.
Fnrllania dilarara (L.) Durn. On old Salirpenrandra, just north of east end of Sedge Fen
Drove, Wicken Fen, 521559708. J.M. Lock, 2.7.1989; first record of this pollutionsensitive species at Wicken Fen for ten years.
Ricciafluirans L. There is one record of this species for 1988: major ditch cmssing under
Straight Drove just west of road, Coveney Byall Fen, 521481851, 1.0. Mountford &
S.M.L. Smyth, 28.1988. There are no less than five records made during 1989; details are
as follows. In dyke on north side of Sedge Fen Drove. Wicken Fen, with Lemnn minor,
L. minuscula andL. rrisulca, 521559707, J.M. Lock, 13.5.1989. In long narrow pond to
east of floodbank, east side of New Bedford River south of Gault Hole, Mepal, 521433803,
C.D. Preston & NP. Stewart CGE, 20.5.1989. In newly-excavated ditch at reed-field
margin, with Urricularia vulgaris, at north corner of reed-bed by Harrison's Drove.
Adventurers' Fen, 521551698, J.M. Lock, 4.7.1989. Pump-drainage boundary ditch filled
with bur-reed and sedge, Chain Ditch, Overcote Fen, 52B64710, J.O. Mountford &
A. Zcmmclink. 13.9.1989. Circular parch in sheep pasture among plcwocarpous mossep
hi mat of Glycerra manmu east of primary school, Swavescy, 521364686.1.0 Mounrford
& A. Zemmelink. 279.1989. conf, M.O. Hill. The number of records in 1989 ocrhao~
reflects Ihe increasingattention now being paid to aquatic habitats in the vice-county.

. .

Riccia subbifurcu Warnst. This species was fin1 recognised as occuning in Britain
by S. Jovet-Ast fmm material collected by us in 1979 at Lyrhrwn kyssopifolia sites near
Whittlesford and Fowlmere. Mrs J.A. Paton has now determined many British Riccia
gatherings as this species and believes that all British records of R. warnstorjii are

likely to be R. subbifurca. The V.C. 29 records (J.A. Paton, in litr.) are as follows.
As R. warnslorjii, in "damp spot by stream near Newton" (Trans. Br. Bryol Soc.. 4
(1965): 851). C.C. Townsend, BBSUK, 3.1959. The "damp spot" was the Lyrhrum
hollow at 521447485. The Riccia was refound bv us at this site in Aueust 1981.
As R. wamrorjii, m wet hollows in arable field, Demford Fen, 521473502, J.G. Duckett,
CGE. 8.1967. Lvrhrm hollows in arable field S.E. of Fowlmere. 521425456, C.D.P. &
H.L.K.w., 4.9.i979; 521425457. c.D.P., 17.9.1979, and C.D.P. ~r H.L.K.w.,
13.8.1983. Lyrhrum hollows in arable field berueen Newton and Whittlesford, 521448487
and 447487, C.D.P. & H.L.K.W., 13.8.1983. We have earlier records from this area:
521448489. C.D.P. & H.L.K.W., 29.8.1979 and 31.8.1980: 521448487, C.D.P., 1.9.1979:
and 521447487. H.J.B. Birks, C.D.P. & H.L.K.W., 12.9.1979.

-

Riccia warnstorjii Limpr. The Cambridgeshire records should be deleted: see under
R. subb4Purca.
Ricciocamos notans [L.) Corda Floating in brickuit, Wicken Fen, 521560707, H.L.K.
whitehouse, 13.5.1989. This was an unus&ly early-date for its reappearance and may be
accounted for by the mild winter of 1988B9. It was seen later in the summer in the dyke
near the wind-pump, as in previous years.

Weather notes for Cambridgeshire 1989
J.W.Clarke
January: Mild throughout, with scarcely any frost; only three nights had temperatures
marginally below 3Z°F. A dry month with only 1.11 ins on 8 rain days. No snow. More
sunshine &an usual
February: Mild and open, with only one air frost and one morning with a little snow
Ivina. More sunnv than normal. Rainfall about averaae.
March: changeaide almost throughout Frequent -in
fzst three weeks, but none in the
last week. A southern anticyclone gave fine, w m weather for the last two days of the
month. Onlv one air h s t and one dav with a snow shower.
April: Changeable and cold and also very wet, with double the average rainfall, on 19 days.
Two nights with air frost. Averae minimum night temoeratures below those for Januarv.
May: A remarkable month, wi;h very little rain (0.k ins) on only 2 rain days and ihe
highest daily average of sunshine ever recorded for any month since records began. (10.2
hours per day were recorded at Higham. Suffolk.) Anticyclonic almost throughout.
Wannest for 15 years. Driest month since September 1969 and driest May since 1936. No
thunder. 12 davs over 70°F and 2 days over 80°F.
June. Unsettled until I lth, thcn fine and sunny with many hot days. but less sellled in hsr
few days of the month. Rain on 10 days about avempe. Ternpcrature above normal, with 5
days over 80"~.~hunderon I day.
July: An anticyclone persisted almost throughout, giving much fme, sunny weather with
many hot days - 9Z°F on 22nd. A few thundery outb& gave below average ~ainfall.11
days over 800F. 7 days with rain. Thunder on 3 days.
August: Mainly anticyclonic, but more changeable at the end of the month. Very warm,
with daily maxima over 70oF consistently frnm 1st to 26th except loth, when a front
passed hough. Rainfall below avemge, on only 7 days. 5 days over8PF. No thunder.

September: Much fine, settled weather, with a few breaks when the passage of fronts
brought short changeable periods. Rainfall much below average, on 6 days. No thunder.
12 days over 7WF.
0cr&r:
Mainly f i e , but increasingly unsettled towards the end of the month. Rainfall
again Mow averdgc,on 10 days. T c m p t u r c about n o d . No frost or fog.
Notember: Changeable until 12th. but with very little rain. An anticyclone then became
established and pers~stedto the end ofthe month, giving frost at night and a few days whcn
IOP failed to clear, but also many davs of unbroken sunshine, unusual in November.
Rakfall below average. on 6 days. 3 dais with fog all day.
December: The anticyclonic conditions lasted into December until 12th, with frost at night
and several davs with foe. After 12th. unsettled and verv wet until the last few davs of the
month. when an anticyclone returned, giving fine, dull days. The period 12th to 24th was
rerv wet, with rain almost everv day. Rainfall over the 12 davs (4.07 ins) amounted to
almost a q u m of the total for the whole year. 3 days with fog aII day. 12 days with rain.
1day with thunder.

Weather records at Swaffism Prior 1989
T e m p m e OF
Mean

Mean

m. min.

Month

46
48
53
50
67
70
77
74
69
59
47
43

January
Febmary
March
April
May
June
July
August
Seprember
October
November
BzXJnber

Annual means

-

38
37

Highest
53 on 13th
57 on 6th
64 on 30th
58 on 12th
83 on Xth
83 on 19th & 20th
92 on Z n d
84 on 6th
79 on 7th
65 on 5th
56 on 2nd & 11th
53 on 16th & 24th

58.60

Number of days over 80oF
Number of days over 70°F
Number of days with a maximum under 3 2 T
Number of days with a minimum under 3 2 T
Last air irost of the spring
First air frost of the autumn
Days 4
t
h snow lying
Days with thunder
Rain days (0.01 ins or more)

Lowesf
31 on 29th
30 on 2nd
30 on 18th
30 on 26th & 28th
38 on 31%
35 on 4th
50 on 31%
45 on 28th
43 on 3rd
43 on 15th
21 on 30th
24 on 1st

Total

Rainfall
fins)
1.11
1.55
1.54
2.66
0.12
1.66
1.88
1.18
0.57
1.31
1.07
4.15

-

18.80

23
91
None
19
28th April
24th November
None
5
110

The daily maximum temperature exceeded 70°F fmm 3rd u, 29th July and in August from
1st u, 26th except 10th.
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Dog's Mercury, Bluebell and Spurge-laurel, three woodland plants monitored
at Bar Hill by Dr Norman Moore from 1966 to 1988 (see pp. 50-51)
Peter Wakely

Cambridge
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The Birds of Cambridgeshire
P.M. M. BIRCHAM
Cambridgeshire avifauna has changed dramatically since the last published
survey in 1934. This thoroughly updated listing of all species recorded in the
county also includes chapters on the countryside and where to watch birds.
£19.50 net
Hardback
0 521 32863 2 290 pp.
1989

Identification of Flowering Plant Families
Third Edition
P. H. DAVIS a n d J. CULLEN
This pocket sized book contains all the information required to identify wild or
cultivated flowering plants in the northern temperate region. Completely selfcontained, it features illustrated discussions of floral structure and terminology.
E20.00 net Hardback
0 521 37335 2 143 pp.
1989
£6.95 net
Paperback
0 521 37707 2

I i Flora of the British Isles
Now in paperback

Third Edition
A. R. CLAPHAM, T. G. TUTIN a n d D. M. MOORE
Foreword by A. G. TANSLEY
This revised edition of Flora of the British Isles enables accurate identification
of all British plants, including a large number of commonly grown related
garden plants and well established aliens. Invaluable information is also
provided about the ecology, geographical distribution, evolutionary history
and a g r i ~ l t u r asignificance
l
of the plants.
f25.00 net
Paperback
0 521 38974 7 720 pp.
1990

I

For further i~zformnfionplease write to Susair Chadruick nt tht'nddress belozr~

Cambridge University Press
The Edinburgh Building, Shaftesbury Road, Cambridge CB2 2RU
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